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THE CHRONICLE 

Academic 

Cambridge Places 

The following have gained places at Cambridge on the basis of their A-level results: 

House Name ColleNe University Course 

a J.P. Arnold 
b E. E. Dix Perkin 
b S. C. R. Donne 
f C. N. Fox 
e D. E. Gosland 
h A. J. T . Key• 
f D . J. Pinder 
b M. J. Rowland 
h D. f. Wheeler• 
e C. A. Whittell 
a D . G. Wilson 

St. Catharine's 
Selwyn 
Magdalene 
Pembroke 
Emmanuel 
Clare 
Robinson 
Gonville and Caius 
Clare 
Queens' 
Emmanuel 

Modern Languages 
Natura! Sciences 
Mathematics 
Natural Sciences 
Modern Languages 
Mathematics 
Geography 
Economics 
Music 
English 
Modern Languages 

• Key has been awarded a Choral Scholarship and Wheeler an Organ Scholarship 

The following are to be congratulated on their performance this summer in public examinations: 

C. G. C. Ledgard (d): Frampton History Priz.e for the best script received by the Oxford and Cam
bridge Board . 

D . J . Pinder (f) : Royal Geographical Society Prize for the best worlc: in the A-level examinations. 

House Nome 

Three or more 'A• grades at A-level 

A-Levels 

a 
d 
f 
g 
b 
b 
h 
f 
e 
h 
d 
a 
h 
f 
e 
h 
h 
a 
g 

J . P. Arnold 
J . P . Binks 
J. D . Collins 
M. C. Conway 
E. E. Dix Perkin 
S. C. R. Donne 
J. F. Down 
C. N. Fox 
I. R. Gee 
A. J . T. Key 
C. G. C . Ledgard 
J. V. Macdonald 
J . W.R. Reed 
A-D. Vassigh 
C. A. Whittell 
D. F. Wheeler 
M. C. Wheeler 
D. G. Wilson 
A. E. J. Wood 

French, Spanish, English 
French, German, Mathematics 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry 
History, Mathematics, Music 
Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry 
Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics, French, Music 
Latin, English, History 
Ancient History, Spanish, History 
French, English, History 
Latin, Ancient History, French 
french, English, History 
French, German, Music 
Mathematics, Physics, Design and Technology 
French, Spanish, Mathematics 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry 

Overall, 59.5070 of the Grades were A or B and 96. 70fo were passes 
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Number of 'A ' grades 

12 

II 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

Six or more 'A' grades in GCSE, 0-Level or AO-level 

Name 

M. A. Turner (g), C. M. Wilson (d) 

E. J. Bowater (h) 

J. H. B. de Vivenot (b), S. T. Horne (a), J. E. Rickett (h), J. C. Roberts (a) 

A. D. M. Tall (h), N. H. C. Thomson (b), A. T. Wise (e) 

M. P. Chesterfield (m), S. T. F. Davis (h), J. D. Mitchell (a), 
A. D. W. Robertson (m) 

A. A. Ambekar (f), N. T. Holmes (h), I. J. Hunter {h), 
E. C. Moorehouse (f), R. Priaulx (h), J. D. B. Sayer (c) 

L. S. Collier (d), J. S. Cramp (g). T. E. H. Isaacson (a) 

Music 

M. J. Briggs (f), A. S. J. Letcher (e), R. J. Preston (f) and D. W. Price (e) played in the Dorset Youth Or
chestra. 

J. P. Kershaw (b) was awarded a Distinction on the Bassoon (Grade 3) 

Drama 

C. M. Greene (c), C. P. Grenfell (f), C. A. Whine!! (e) were selected for the National Youth Theatre. 

Sport 

Athletics Individual Honours: 
P. Carey (d) (Best performance at the Dorset AAAs - 4 foot sword) 
M. Macbeth (b) (40)m J.B., winner Independent Schools Championships) 
J. Mackenzie (g) (400m J.B., winner Independent Schools Championships) 
P . Carey (d) (Javelin S.B., runner up Independent Schools Championships) 
M. Wheeler (h) (800m S.B., runner up Independent Schools Championships) 

Other Representative Honours are to be found at the end of l he Athletics Report on page 77. 

Cricket: 
The Mini-Colts A team reached the final of the Lords Taverners Cup to be played next year. 

The Junior Colts A team were defeated in the semi-final of the Lords Taverners Cup. 

B. D. Atwell (e): Hampshire U19 and South-West Ul9 squad. 

Golf: 
J. S. Mackenzie (g): 3rd in the Hong Kong U 16 Open Golf Championships. 

Rugby: 
T. R. Ashworth (c): capped for England UIB against Australia and New Zealand. 

G. Bulstrode (e): South and South West. 

Tennis: 
L. Baker (c) and M. P. Honer (c) won the Plate Competition in the British Schools Lawn Tenni5 Asso\:ia
tion Cup. 

Compiled from information supplied by Housemasters and the Director of Studies. 
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was more than once going in the opposite direction, 
at a quaner to nine in the morning as David vainly 
attempted to make Chapel. Likewise on a summer 
afternoon one steered clear of Hospital Hi!! as he 
sped home with thoughts of Bismark rapidly giving 
way to the prospect of his motor mower. You will 
have your memories too, and I know that, like 
mine, they will endure. 

And so Dave (we all knew him as Dave, didn't 
we), Scholar, Schoolmaster, Connoisseur, Shirbur
nian, now prematurely embarked on the journey 
from which no traveller returns, the very walls of 
these Courts breathe a 'Thank you' and your 
friends a 'Good Bye'. We migh! think that you had 
earned many years promoting and developing those 
interests at which you were so expert and of which 
you were so fond, being with your friends and your 
treasures, loving the countryside and enjoying years 

of happiness in your garden among trees which you 
yourself have planted and seen grow. But none of 
chis was to be - the memories and the sadness are 
for us. 

How embarrassed David would have been to 
bring so many of us together here at such a time, 
but being the man he was, he would have echoed 
the final tines of Tennyson's own valediction. 

'Twilight and evening bell, 
And after that the dark! 
And may there be no sadness of farewell 
When I embark. 
For though from out our bourne of time and 

place 
The flood may bear me far, 
I hope to see my Pilot face to face 
When I have crossed the bar.' 

VALETE 

R.S.G. 

RSG, or Rev Glen (sic) as he has been affec
tionately known to his pupils in recent years, wears 
a prodigious number of hats. In an age of 
specialization such as ours, when the aim of many 
seems to be to know more and more about Jess and 
less, the polymath is indeed a rarity. But if you take 
a first in Classics at Cambridge, add to it degrees in 
Physics, Theology and English Literature (respec
tively in the interests of gunnery, ordination and 
. . . interest) and throw in for good measure 
qualifications in Archaeology and Operatic Direc
tion, the resulting heady mixture is an example of 
po\ymathy sans pareil. 

All this versatility was placed at the disposal of 
his pupils for the best part of a generation. His wide 
knowledge of the classics stirred the interest of the 
beginner and satisfied the curiosity of the specialist. 
Proceedings in his class-room were unstuffy; an air 
of relaxed and creative in formality prevailed. 
Massive volumes might weigh heavily on the 
shelves, but he wore his learning lightly. Discussion 
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took place in the withdrawing part of the room, 
where tutorials and theology sets met to hear him 
talk, in practice, about anything under the sun or 
beyond it. His enthusiasm for all things Greco
Roman (less of the Roman, I think I hear him warn) 
is infectious, but closest to his heart is the drama of 
the Fifth Century, of which his knowledge is en
cyclopaedic. A distillation of his views on that sub
ject found expression - and a publisher - under 
the title, The Two Muses. 

Opportunities abounded to turn this passion for 
drama into reality. He directed school plays, house 
plays, staff plays, Commem. plays, in Big School, 
in his class-room, in the Powell Hall, in the Courts 
(sometimes two at once) cruising serenely towards 
his vision of the finished article through a melee of 
electricians wiring, designers painting, carpenters 
hammering and chorus chattering, serenely, that is, 
until the moment called for the almost ritualized ex
plosion, timed carefully to summon up the blood 
and focus the mind. From musicals to melodrama, 
from pageants to Pinero, from Sophocles to 
Shakespeare, the variety of works that he staged 
ran the whole gamut. The text always had primacy, 
but his management of crowds was masterly and 



delightfully humorous pieces of stage business 
linger in the memory. Rehearsals were never 
obsessively numerous; as likely as not, he had head· 
hunted no star performers, choosing rather to work 
with the raw material that bad signed up. 
Sometimes (but all too rarely) he was persuaded to 
take a small cameo pan himself; no-one who saw 
Dandy Dick could fajJ to remember his marvellous
ly sneering ponrayal of Blore, the butler. 

For fifteen summers, he has presided over the 
staging of productions by Dorset Opera. From the 
very first highly charged performance of Smecana's 
Bartered Bride (which enjoyed royal patronage) to 
the bold choice of this year's little known Donizetti, 
successive vintages from the schools of Sherboroe 
have revelled in the chance to take part in what has 
become a priceless institution, and Robert's magic 
wand has unfailingly turned gauche or gawky 
novices into subtle Spanish courtiers for Don 
Carlos or the unbending children of Camberley into 
credible Hebrew slaves for Nabucco. 

'We must find an evening' he said in recent 
years. He perused his Parson 's Pocketbook and 
with a frown confided that there was one free some 
seven weeks away. You see, there was lnterpretcs 
and Philosophes, Epicureans aod Dionysiacs, even
ing prayers and House Communions, confirmation 
classes and extra tutorials •.. For he was as lavish 
wilh his time and wisdom as he was generous with 
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his hospitality. At Devan Haye, an enchanted 
bungalow that never reached Bengal and seemed to 
be entirely supported by clematis, there was open 
house to all. Both while he v.as head of department 
and after he had handed on the torch, lnterpretes 
met there: casts were rewarded there with 
celebratory teas; travellers from Greece were 
reunited there to exchange photographs and 
recollections of sunrise over the peaks of Delphi. 
On high days the cooking was his own; Robert's 
specialities were soups - delicate things involving 
lemon and parsley. 

It is hard to believe that in the midst of this ac
tivity he was also Housemaster of Abbcylands for a 
decade. The breadth of his vision and his concern 
for the ultimate objectives of education largely 
prevented him from becoming passionate about the 
composition of the clothing list or the changes in 
the I. b. w. law. Instead he was affronted by incon
siderateness, intolerance and a closed mind and was 
determined to discern the best in all. Somehow 
there must have been further interstices in his day. 
Every Commem. for years there was the Prologue 
to ghost. As guests were welcomed and the year 
light-heartedly reviewed, a hilarious profusion of 
puns, conceits, double-entendres and outrageous 
rhymes threatened to burst the metre apart. The 
same sort of verbal lire-works sometimes invaded 
his sermons, especially in the parentheses; such a 



succession of throw-away remarks, some acerbic, 
some provocative. some merely true, ought to have 
kepi the Lower Sixth on the edge of their pews in 
case they missed a sally at this prejudice, or a side
'wipe at that sacred eow. At another time, a pianist 
was needed at the last minute to provide incidental 
music for his production of The Frogs: he would do 
it, provided that there was nothing more modern 
than Dvorak. A 'cellist was required to add weight 
to the bouom line? he would oblige, provided that 
he could find his 'celJo. They' re short of tenors in 
the Musical Society? he would fit it in. Did a tea 
and concen have to be arranged for peni.ioners? he 
would cope. 

So many hats. Despite an astounding capacity 
for "'hat anyone else would call work, he always 
managed both to appear and to be leisurely, with 

A.T.C. 
Tony Cambridge came co Sherborne in 1967, an 

able classicist and experienced teacher. He had 
previously taught at Packlington and at Cranleigh , 
where his talents were noted by l1is colleague there. 
Robert Glen, who was later pleased to receive him 
into the Shcrborne classical fold. He had much to 
offer: an incisive mind, a fonnidable grasp of the 
intricacies of language, and a considerable breadth 
of classical reading, together with a cultivated, 
humane personality, which never advertised itself. 
Indeed Tony was the most self-effacing of 
schoolmasters. 

As one might have expected, he did not feel that 
his responsibilities were limited to the classroom. 
Although no great sportsman, he offered his ser
vices for athletic events. To see Tony observing 
some ungainly athlete engaged in the triple jump, 
and then, like a fictional detective, earnestly 
measuring footprints in the sand was a delightful 
experience. He took a great interest in archaeology, 
and was involved in school digs around the Abbey 
and at Nether Cerne. He also took his turn at the 
sort of things which all schoolmasters arc, ex of
ficio, expert in, such as being front of house 
manager and box office supremo for school plays, 
and driving mini-buses full of boys lo classical plays 
or social service. His meticulous precision and 
thoroughness in all he turned his hand to made 
Tony the obvious choice to co-ordinate school ac
tivities and oversee the Blue Book. And it was 
almost inevitable that one with these talents should 
sooner or later assume the mantle of master in 
charge of examinations. He threw himself into chis 
job with great commitment and considerable ex
pense of nervous energy. He expected his own high 
scandards of punctuality in others, and errant in
vigilators seldom erred twice. 

time to help the new colleague who was feeling his 
way. or the youngest third-former whose books had 
disappeared. They would both respond 10 his calm 
and gentle humour and when they knew him better, 
they would value his impatience with mere fashion 
and pretence, and his conviction. With only slight 
epic exaggeration, Virgil says somewhere: ·Hardly 
could twelve s1rong men such as the earth produces 
in these degenerate days shoulder such a load.' Yet 
Robert shouldered it without strain beyond the nor
mal term and even then was reluctant to set ii 
down. Friends, pupils, audiences, casts, Ab· 
beylanders, colleagues. congregations, fellow
townspeople, all owe him much gratitude. 

C.A.J.K. 

Similarly, in the classroom he had an eye for 
detail and was exacting in his demands for accuracy 
and logical thought. There were no new-fangled 
'easy routes' to linguistic competence, and many 
who subsequently became sound classicisits have 
much to be grateful to him for. in the grounding 
they received. It was at times a source of genuine 
wonder to him that some of his pupils could know 
so little - and a s trength in him that be sa" it as a 
challenge. His sixth-form classes. though no less 
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rigorous academically, were more relaxed, and his 
pupils enjoyed his quietly perceptive humour. For 
Tony, like the poet Horace, takes an amused in
terest in the quirks and foibles of humanity; and his 
political views - never, of course, doc
trinaire - are informed wi1b a clarity of thought 
which quickly sees through humbug, and with com
passion. 

M.A.S-W. 

It was a job 100 demanding even for Day's Mini
van. The contents of Amberley were dfagorged and 
packed into the lorry amid scenes that were reminis
cent of the dying moments of Citizen Cane when 
the investigative journalists pick their way through 
the mountains of exotica left by the owner of 
Xanadu to search frantically for a clue to the per
sonality of the man who had left this empire. Sure 
enough, the two pianos, five viols, shelves of 
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No doubt the pace of his life in retirement. 
though a little easier, will not be slack. His garden 
in North Road will receive devoted attention; and 
there will be forays to the mountains - the Lake 
District and perhaps the Pyrenees again - for the 
walking and the wild flowers; and more canal 
adventures. Meanwhile, we shall still have, close 
by, an entertaining companion and a valued friend. 

books, boxes of jazz and medieval lute music, racks 
of wine, hagiodolatrous prints, piles of Osservatori 
Romanas and furniture of every period from early 
Celtic onward bore witness to the eclectic and 
catholic enthusiasms of Schiltz. But where was his 
Rosebud, the real key to the real Schiltz? 

As it was for Cane - the earliest form of 
transport he possessed - so it was for Mike: Day's 
Mini-Van. It was this vehicle and her automotive 
precursors that acted as the location for more rites 
of passage than I care to remember, both for myself 
and Mike's family and generations of Shirburnians. 
She carried the family, or the Vice Squad as it was 



affectionately known, to the Catholic Church for 
an unending line of masses, baptisms, first Com
munions and Confirmations. Father Downey was 
recently heard to comment dolefully on Mike's 
removal to Shrewsbury, 'How are we going to fill 
the front pew now?' She carried cellists, violinists 
and singers to strange concerts in strange places; 
she transported that peculiar blend of brain and 
brawn that was the Fourth XI to encounters that 
were lyrically retold in The Shirburnian over which 
he presided as Master-in-Charge; she passed under 
the scrutiny of the Duty Men as Mike selnessly em
barked on another mercy dash to the Loire to slake 
the thirsts of Bow House. 

'Sch Utz,' said Frank Francis with three more 
rugby matches and two more weeks until Oxbridge, 
'tell me everything you know about Jane Austen.' 
Mike really didn't need this spur of urgency to pro
voke him into discussion - he would tackle every 
subject under the sun with the preface: 'You don't 
mean to tell me that you seriously believe that ... ', 
but no matter what your reaction to his line of 
thinking, whether it was frustration, incredulity. 

M.J.B. 

I have recently returned from a visit to Michael 
and Felicity in their new home in Taunton and am 
delighted to report that another miraculous 
transformation has taken place - 58 Alma Street 
has become as wonderful a treasure-house as their 
series of Sherborne homes apparently effortlessly 
became under their inspired touch. Tiny though the 
house is, it feels as spacious and purposeful as any 
Paris atelier and. although it contains numerous 
treasures - pottery and fabrics from many parts 
of the world, many paintings, books, a dresser 
laden with decorated china, nourishing and cared
for plants and flowers - it is supremely unclut
tered. Their taste and discrimination is such that 
everything is special and nothing superfluous. 

It was always a delight to be invited to spend an 
evening with the Birds as the distinctive beauty of 
the surroundings was further enhanced by 
memorably delicious food. Years later l still relish 
the memory of crisp courgette fritters, beautiful 
salads containing flowers, walnut-stuffed 
aubergines, and many other delicacies we enjoyed 
together. The menu was frequently influenced by 
their travels - tea from a splendid samovar was a 
recent innovation. And nowhere in Sherborne was 

amaxement or despair, many of his classes were re
freshed by his robustness in the stale Sherbome air 
and were ineluctably drawn into the 'seine' net of 
his intellectual openness. It was in the mobile agora 
of Day's Mini-Van that Jane and I felt the rigour of 
this approach. We had expressed reservations about 
the cult of the Virgin Mary and had been treated to 
an exposition on the qualities of motherhood, suf
fering and the contemplative life. We were humble 
and silent. The next day, as we waited in the van for 
Mike, who was doing last minute shopping in Le 
Havre, we saw him bustling down the street with a 
figure of the Blessed Virgin Mary in his hand, cry
ing, 'Not bad, eh, for forty-two francs!' 

Late last summer the Day's Mini-Van left Sher
borne again, but this time it was not destined to 
come back the following term . It carried Mike, Titi, 
Esther, Tom, Johnny, Mac, Meggy. Joe and Claire 
... ond our love and memories. 

Last night I dreamed I wus in Amberley again. 

D.P.K.C. 

conversation less limited by our habitually 
parochial and inward-looking preoccupations; it 
ranged widely, reflecting Michael's quite excep
tional knowledge and breadth of interest. His in
terest in literature, for example, was not confined 
to English, but included works in French, Italian, 
German, Russian, which he could read in their 
original languages. Although his understanding 
was firmly rooted in a knowledge of the past, 
he remained keenly aware of contemporary 
developments in drama, poetry and art, and his 
own inventiveness was constantly fed by this in
terest. His abiding concern for those who are social
ly, personally or politically disadvantaged also 
broadened his concerns well beyond the boundaries 
of Sherborne. I was especially grateful for his sup
port in my work for Amnesty International. 

I have written of Michael and Felicity as friends 
primarily - but Michael was also, of course, a col
league in the English department. The range and 
freshness which he managed to sustain in his 
teaching were directly dependent on the richness 
and distinctiveness of his life outside the 
classroom - especially as he dared to import these 
uncompromised. He did not disguise his real self 
when teaching. The distinctive and felicitously
designed ties, the idiosyncratic haircut, the long 
scarves and long legs - as miraculously intertwin
ed as each other - and the elegant sweep of the 
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green bicycle across the Couns' deep gravel, which 
usuaJJy induces an ungainly plodding even on 
foot - were all indicators of his individuality and 
daring. Less superficially, the more gifted older 
boys quickly learned to appreciate the range and 
depth of his scholarship, and younger ones the 
respectful and constructive consideration he gave to 
their wri1ing. He was a generous champion of those 
in weaker sets and could be angered by destructive 
derision - F for 'Fick', for example. All benefited 
from his consistent aim of turning 'a stream of 
fresh and free thought upon our stock notions and 
habits ... to tloat them ... to prevent their being 
stiff and stark pieces of petrification any longer'. II 
is ironical that Michael 's teaching aims seemed to 
accord so well with those of that Eminent Vic
torian, Matthew Arnold, with whom he would 
superficially seem to have so little in common. 

His distinctive individuality was perhaps most 
publicly displayed in the series of plays which 
Michael produced in his time here - most notably 
Doctor Faustus, Arluro Ui and The Prodigy, tbe 
last of which he himself adapled from Hesse's 

novel. These were both deeply serious in their ex
ploration of important ideas - whether of heaven, 
hell and human aspiration, greed and political 
tyranny, or of education - and ingeniously enter
taining. Michael was proud to attract nonconfor
mists and dissidents into his casts, to their mutual 
benefit. He was quick to acknowledge Felicity's 
help with productions and they all bore the 
characteristic imprint of her visual inventiveness. 
Michael is also an accomplished flautist and his im
provisational playing contributed a special enchant
ment to his productions - and, indeed, into his 
lessons. The English block is considerably thr 
poorer from lack of interes1ing sounds emanating 
from his classroom . 

I have always liked the mediaeval Scouish word 
for a poet - a 'maker '; it seems to suggest a 
workmanlike creativity whiJe being pleasantly un
pretentious. Felicity and Michael are 'makers' in all 
aspects of their lives and their depanure leaves a 
gap in Sherborne life which will not readily be made 
good. 

J.C. K. 
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L.D.G. 

All of us, I would imagine, would prefer to be 
remembered for that which is central to our profes
sion - our teaching ability - rather than for 
those onerous duties which we inevitably ac
cumulate over the course of the years in a school 
like this. Most appropriately, then, Deane Gardiner 
will be remembered by all as an outstanding teacher 
of many games, rather than for his efficiency as 
keeper of the lost property or organiser of Trinity 
term Friday activities for the Lower School. 

Deane coached so many games to such a high 
standard that I 've never been sure which is his main 
game. In Rugby he played an important role, 
facilitating the transformation of little boys into 
teenagers in the Junior Colts. During the LeDI term 
he single-handedly (!) ran basketball, holding both 
practices and matches outside main sport time and 
yet regularly producing a s ide which would beat 
teams with far more players and time at their 
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disposal. However, it is for his contribution to 
athletics that Sherborne is most indebted to Deane. 
Working, in the early years at least, with meagre 
resources in terms of boys, staff and equipment, he 
fashioned a club which became increasingly profes
sional in its outlook and approach and whose 
results were beuered year by year, but which never 
lost sight of the enjoyment to be derived from 
running, jumping and throwing. Enjoyment was to 
be gained by all and provided for all. One of 
Deane's tenets is that every boy should be en
couraged to realise his potential, so he was as likely 
to be found coaxing a third-former over the high
jump bar at one metre as advising a sprint star on 
his stride pattern. To impart such specialist 
knowledge to so many takes time, and of his Deane 
gave unreservedly to the School, de~pite living com
paratively far away - first in Milb0rne Port and 
then in Shaftesbury. 

The move to Shaftesbury came about through 
wishing to be closer to the church with which he is 
so much involved. His religious beliefs are very 
strong and matter very much to him, but in his life 
here at Sherborne they were not immediately ap
parent. If a boy expressed interest, he was en
couraged, but Deane never forced his views upon 
anyone, an admirable trait considering how much 
time he would spend with boys on the sports 
field - active panicipation by all was required and 
enjoyment for all was guaranteed. 

Reminiscences must be personal. but I'm sure I 
will not be alone in recalling the nap-nap of his Oat 
feet behind me on the track; his· piercing whistle 
which wouJd bring the Sports Hall to a standstill; 
his deafening roar, which could be heard on the 
Upper, indicating that the Junior Colts on pitch 2 
weren't putting in as much effort as they might; his 
astounding organisational ability which resulted in 
130 boys knowing in seconds which five staggered 
athletic events they would each be doing in the next 
hour. 

Never one to shy away from any challenge, 
Deane has made the big break from independent to 
state education to become a lecturer al Yeovil Col
lege. Much of his work will be concerned with 
sports theory, but I somehow doubt that he'll be 
able to resist the lure of the turf, pitch, hall, gym, 
track or wherever else a helping hand , foot or any 
other part of the anatomy is needed! Thank you, 
Deane. for the eight years you have given us - we 
hope that you, Jackie and the boys wilJ occasiona!Jy 
break your Journey here as you speed along the 
A30! 

0. B. C. 



M.E.I. 

New York City to Sherborne. Great and noisy 
and teeming metropolis, cosmopolitan city of in
finite variety to museum village where even many of 
the people seem scarcely to have moved out of the 
Middle Ages. From one extreme to another. So it 
was, for Mike lngrisani, who came from the 
Browning School in N. Y. to Sherborne on a year 's 
exchange with RDRM. It cannot be easy arriving in 
an alien land with a different routine, different 
ethos, and exam system in the middle of muddle 
and upheaval; a place half as large again as what 
one is used to and, moreover, a school composed 
em irely of boarders and not day pupils. Added to 
this, bringing over a wife and eighteen-month old 
daughter and the scale of the undertaking soon 
becomes apparent. Yet Mike soon managed to 
adapt to our weird ways and he quickly became ac
climatized. 

In the English Department, Mike took on ·A· 
level classes most successfully, and participated in 
the first year of G.C.S. E. He brought a refreshing 
breeze of liberal American attitudes and outlooks 
yet managed at the same time to get to grips with 
the rather different demands of English exam
orientated courses. Outside the classroom, Mike 
proved a lively and stimulating presence in the 
school. He was a challenging conversationalist in 
Bow House who drew fascinating parallels and 
distinctions between life in the states and the British 
outlook. Mike quickly became involved as a tutor 
in School House, where he spent many hours taking 
an interest in those in his charge. He was a quiet ad· 
vi~or to The Digby House Play Albert's Bridge and 
was always wiJling to offer his services if he felt he 
could contribute in any way. 

Inevitably, perhaps, Karen remained somewhat 
out of the mainstream. She had much to do trying 
to minimise the disruption of baby Emma's routine 
in a foreign country, but it was always good to meet 
her - like Mike, she was a lively and stimulating 
person, very genuine and very down-to-earth. The 
lngrisani's were not people of pretension or osten
tation; you took them as you found them and that 
was what made them so good to have around. Men· 
tion of Emma reminds me of Mike's great passion. 
Emma was named after the soprano and Early 
Music specialist Emma Kirkby, and music and the 
bi-fi apparatus to reproduce it were something of 
an obsession with Mike. He was an avid reader of 
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Hi-Fi magazines, determined to get the best possi
ble sound reproduction from his system. And many 
arc che Limes when we have argued OYer the pros 
and cons of various recorded performances. For 
Mike was an enlhusiast in the best sense of that 
word - though I never will be able to worship 
Karajan in the way that he could . 

I hope that Mike and Karen (and perhaps 
Emma, too) remember their time at Sherborne with 
some affection. They certainly made their mark 
and, I think, a number of good friends here. In my 
mind's eye. I can still see Mike's glinting eyes, and 
sense through his subtly-voiced satire his very 
American sense of humour; and how good it is, 
from time-to-time in a place where it is all too easy 
to be come introverted and parochial to be remind
ed of the great big world outside, especially by such 
a stimulating guide as Mike Ingrisani. To Mike. 
Karen and Emma we offer our very best wishes for 
the future, and thank them for their contribution to 
Sherbome. 

J.H. 



R.K.B. 

There can have been few masters al Sherbome 
who have spent more time simply talking to boys 
than Raj Bobal. It was an ever familiar sight at 
meals to see him in earnest conversation with boys 
at all levels of the school; and it was reassuring to 
know that there was someone so accessible and 
down to earth, dressed, as he always was, 
somewhat eccentrically (by Sherborne's eccentric 
standards anyway). He brought the same quality to 
bear as a House Tutor in Wallace and it makes Raj 
a much missed personality around the School. 

Joel Andron 
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But there was, of course, more to Raj 's con
tribution to the School than just that . In an age 
when mathematicians can be difficult lo recrui t into 
the teaching profession, his ability at Mathematics 
was valuable indeed. And what a great ability it was 
too. And yet more so perhaps his wizardry on the 
Computer, which became legendary. 

So, thank you, Raj, for your involvement, for 
your ability to identify so readily with the young, 
for your scholarly ability so modestly borne, and 
for the gentleness of manner and friendship which 
so many of us miss so much. Our very best wishes in 
your new appointment . 

J . J.B. 

The most unusual thing about Joel was that, by 
the end of his two year stay at Sherborne, he hadn't 
only become a very popular teacher with the boys, 
but also a familiar face among the staff! 

Fresh from business school, Joi!I Andron was 
particularly interested in advertising techniques and 
it didn't take him long to 'plug' his 'product' and 
develop his natural ability to communicate. As a 
matter of fact, he took to teaching very quickly, 
and later confessed that, should he make his career 
in business, he would definitely miss the personal 
contacts he had so much enjoyed in his conversa
tion classes. 

A keen sponsman, be was originally determined 
to share bis enthusiasm for judo, but plagued with a 
persistent knee injury, which eventually resulted in 
a delicate operation, he was deterred from practis
ing a sport he exceUed in, since he had previously 
taken pan in the French championships. But Joel 
was too discreet to complain of his ailments and too 
modest to boast about his achievements. Few 
people knew, for instance, chat, during his second 
year at Sherborne, he prepared for two difficult ex
aminations in English proficiency. 

Last June, Joel left for America to work as an 
instructor in a holiday camp. He took the oppor
tunity to travel and visit French C.anada, before 
returning to Bordeaux, via Sherborne. ll was then 
chat I fully realised the cxtcnl of his popularity, as 
taking a leisurely walk through the town soon turn
ed into a walkabout, as boys, masters and old ac
quaintances all stopped him in the street to wish 
him well. 

There is no doubt that he will always be welcome 
back and in the meantime, we all wish him 1he best 
of luck for the future. 

J-M.P. 



Miss Liz Bell 

windows. I was reluctant to ask for too much as the 
Bursar had kindly had the fiat re-decorated for me. 
So I asked Liz for some simple curtains, just basic 
fabric, self-coloured, nothing elaborate. Yet Liz 
went to Dodge's and spent a considerable time 
looking for something a little more special and at
tractive and when I exrre:.sed surprise she said that 
I needed something more homely and relaxing than 
stark brown or whatever colour I had suggested. 
She cared and she was concerned . Of course, not 
everything went as well as this. Inevitably there 
were times when people resisted or opposed what 
Liz wanted to do and there were moment~ or fric
tion. But they were invariably shore-lived; it hurt 
Liz when she felt she had upset or angered people, 
but at the same time she had her duty to the school 
and if that meant a holiday course had to go into a 
boarding house, despite a housemaster's rcluc· 
tance, it did so. A ftcr all, she was emrloyed not just 
in 'personnel matters' but also to arrange holiday 
courses 10 boost the school's income. Liz could be 
determined and hard at times - her naval ex
perience was clearly discernible - but she was sen
sitive enough to appreciate that sometimes people 
living in a closed community can feel rather op-
pressed by the organisation around them and she 

Liz Bell came to Sherborne School from the tried her best to be understanding and reasonable. 
Navy in 1977. Her role was officially called I remember that when Liz was thanking 
Domestic Bursar, though the mere title in itself members of Bow House after her presentation, she 
hardly gives much real indication of the very wide made a point of saying how helpful and co-
range of involvement in school life which Liz had . operative people had been - even when they 
Though she came into contacl with the actual didn't always support what she was doing . I'm not 
teaching side of things very little and though to sure tha1 she was not being a little too kindly, but 
most of the boys she was simply one of a number of perhaps when one is about to retire to a delightful 
behind-the-scenes people who were somehow cottage in a delightful village one can afford to 
necessary for some reason or other, to forget antagonism or unpleasantness. But it was 
housemasters and staff (especially those moving to typical of Liz that she did her job as she believed 
Sherborne to take up new appointments) she was she should do ic : sometimes it meant upsetting 
very important. people but Liz appreciated that not everyone can 

One of the areas her position covered is describ- have things working perfectly for them. I often felt 
cd in job-description blurb as 'personnel mailers' that Liz must have had the worst job in the 
and i1 1s in a general sense of individuals' and the school - 1he job in which there was no chance of 
school's well-being that Liz should perhaps be mos1 winning; but, in fac1, she did win and qui1c simply 
truly remembered. She had a sense of duty and because, tough as she could be, she cared about the 
commitment to the school which came of a sincere school and she cared about the people in it. Liz 
belief in Sherboroe School as an institution. When managed the almost impossible task of reconciling 
Liz was going around a boarding house and the the best interests of the school and the best interests 
boys were polite and helpful she was im- of the many individuals with whom she was involv-
pressed - no, I think 'delighted' would be a better ed far more frequently than one would have 
word: it confinned her belief in the place. When a thought possible. She will be remembered as an ef-
new member of staff arrived and needed to live in ficient administrator to whose expertise so much 
school accommodation, Liz did her very best to owed its suc~ss; but many of those who came to 
make him comfortable - because she knew 1hat to know Liz either personally or in a working relation-
teach well he needed to feel at ease and well-settled. ship will surely remember her as a person who 
Commemora1ion drinks parties, Appeal Meeting be)jevcd that the people in the school were not j ust 
buffets, always went well because Liz had taken in- names on a list bu1 individuals who mattered. 
finite pains over 1he minutiae of arrangements that So often, behind-1he-sccncs people can go un-
were necessary. noticed but I hope 1ha1 Liz feels her years a1 Sher-

A personal reminiscence will illustrate how borne were wor1hwhile and fruitful: certain()', the 
much Liz cared about many of those in the school. school owes a debt to her and we 1hank her for her 
When I moved into the School House flat to efforts on our behalf and wish her a hapry and pro-
become resident tutor, there were no curtains at the sperous retirement in her lovely cottage at Trent. 
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VIEWPOINT 
Since the demise of correspondence to the Editor, there has been a noticeable absence of a forum for in

telligent debate in The Shirbumian. Yiewpoinr is an arrempt to counter this and provide such a forum. Ar
ticles have to fulfil the criteria of reasonable merit and lack of personal offence. Otherwise any intelligenI 
discussion of a contentious issue is acceptable. We are not averse lo criticism of the magazine, the school or 
anything of general interest. We hope that people will be stimulated by the arguments and that some repfies 
to the views expressed will be forthcoming. We were somewhat disappointed that no articles were received 
from members of slaff and hope Iha/ lhis will change in the fulure. We will consider for publication pieces 
by anyone, be they parent, pupil or staff. A bilily to disagree with and debate issues, however contentious, 
is fundamentally importan/ to a healthy society. We hope Viewpoint will reflect this. 

Sherborne: Privilege - Use or Abuse? 

By sending a child to Sherborne School parents 
accept the idea of privilege for their child. The 
rights and wrongs of such privilege is not the sub
ject of this article. What is, however, is the use and 
abuse of such privilege. In this county there is an in
built bias in favour of those al public school when it 
comes to positions of power. A greatly dispropor
tionate number of public school pupils attend the 
more prestigious of the Universities and then con
tinue up the ladder to social, economic and political 
success. This being the case, Shirburnians have a 
duty to be responsible, rational and intelligent 
human beings if they are to try and justify such ad
vantage. 

Is it then the case that Shirburnians respond to 
this challenge positively or do they in fact abuse 
their position? It seems that the majority tend 
toward the laller. There are very dangerous and 
potentially highly damaging prejudices rife in the 
school. Racism is especially prominent. This is both 
overt - after bloodshed in the Soweto rioting I 
distinctly heard a boy say, 'Oh were there only nig
gers,' - and more hidden. This quieter racism 
manifests itself both in the altitude to Greenhill 
(apartheid in Sherbome?) and in the multitude of 
racist jokes that many members of the school and 
some members of the staff take such delight in. 
Some are also sexist. believing a woman's function 
is solely as housewife and as machinery for copula
tion. 

More disturbing than either of these though is 
the irresponsible acceptance of social division. 
When a regular attender of Gatecrasher balls 
describes the working class pupils as louts one 
seriously begins to question the divisions set up. 
Many boys have expressed the feeling of a divine 
right to a good job as a consequence of their 
background as opposed to their merits. Unfor
tunately their self-assurance seems 10 be borne out 
in life. Everyone at Sherborne can quote examples 
of boys of no particular academic ability who have 
come out of Sherborne with no A-levels to speak of 
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W. G. Wootten 

and walked into jobs of £20,000 a year in the city 
simply because of their accents. ls this right when 
people more intelligent and better qualified from 
Liverpool without the academic advantages of 
Sherborne have little but the dole to look forward 
to? 

You do not have to be a socialist to appreciate 
the gross misuse of privilege when it is merely used 
to amass wealth for personal gain, especially when 
this is not brought about by personal merit but 
merely by luck of birth. If you are to accept 
privilege it must be coupled with integrity and 
responsibi!ity. Sherborne offers great advantages 
apart from the Old School Tie network. It is sad to 
relate that the intellectual advantages are ignored 
by the majority of Shirburnians. Most would prefer 
to do nothing of consequence and while away the 
hours. Last term two of Britain's greatest living 
poets, Roy Fisher and John Mole, gave a reading at 
the Powell Theatre. Mr. Bird made a noble effort 
to get support for this exce!lent evening. However, 
the attendance numbered little more than thirty. 
Most boys were not prepared to miss the house 
video or a night's drinking in the J.C.R. Whal was 
equally disappointing was the turn out among 
masters. Apart from M J B, not one member of the 
English department made the effort to turn up. 
Those who did turn up without exception thought it 
one of the most stimulating events at the school for 
a long time. If Shirburnians are 10 exploit the idea 
of privHege it is important that they exert their at
tention to the areas where it most matters. This is 
not the old tie network or irresponsibility through 
the knowledge that one's background wilt bail one 
out. If one is Co accept privilege one must use its 
positive aspects to the full in order to justify it and 
become open-minded. It is important that those 
who are in power are aware of the luck they have 
had and that they have used their full potential. 
What must not continue to happen is the producing 
of narrow-minded bigots who by luck of birth 
mismanage the lives of a nation. 

W. Wootten 



The Bastion of Sherborne Life 

One of the things that I dislike about Sherbome 
is its preoccupation with things Rugby. 1 hate 
rugby. These three words will fall on disbelieving 
ears as heretical; in uttering them, I am attacking 
and denying the very principles the School holds 
dear. But this is not a rash hot-headed prejudice 
based on the bitter taste left by losing 46 - 0 to 
Wallace on Thursday; it is a balanced and con
sidered judgement, the culmination of nearly ten 
years of experiencing my body degenerating into a 
muddy pulp aided by some Neanderthal, twice my 
size, on cold, wet, windy, arctic afternoons. The ex
tent to which I hate it borders on the indescribable. 
I have a venomous, bitter loathing for a game 
which at its best seems to be an alternative form of 
bullying. The reason I dislike rugby of course is that 
I am useless at it, and have never really enjoyed be
ing taunted for 'letting the side down' when there is 
very little I am able to do. 

I am not condemning exercise, as I realise it is a 
necessary part of one's life, nor am I condemning 
rugby itself as a game. What does upset me is that 
there is so little real choice in games for many in the 
school, who are thus forced into playing rugby, 
sometimes against their will. Of course, it is not 
nearly as bad as it was. Seventy-five years ago, 
when Alec Waugh wrote The Loom of Youth, 
Sherborne lived for games. Slacking on the sports 
field was an offence punishable by caning, and 
those who expressed dissent about playing rugby 
four times a week were looked on as heretic beyond 
help. The Shirburnian no longer carries a post 

Matters of Principle 

To say Chae Sherborne is regarded as one of the 
top twenty schools in Britain would not be an exag
geration. Perfection has always been striven for, as 
indeed it should be. 

There are, however, a couple of points which, if 
acted upon, could improve the quality of life within 
the school and therefore enhance its reputation. 

Firstly, from talk among boys within the school, 
it has come to light that many are being, or have 
been in the past, pressured into accepting subject 
choices that are not really their own. 

If it is assumed that the main criteria for choos
ing a subject are ability, enjoyment and career 
choice, and that while a subject master has the best 
idea of a boy's ability in a subject, the boy himself 
knows best whicn subjects he most enjoys and what 
his career choice will be, then it is fair to say that 
masters can only advise on their own subject. This 
does not always happen. 

mortem of every match the fifteen play, nor pot tell 
histories of the lives of the players; yet 40% of it is 
still devoted to sport. The 'Sherbome apathy', ap
parently real when it comes to magazine contribu~ 
tions, has yet to manifest itself upon the hallowed 
turf of The Upper, Carey's and Ross. 

Why is it that this sport, easily one of the most 
dangerous games played at school, is compulsory? 
Presumably because rugby has been the traditional 
bastion of Sherborne life, allowing boys to channel 
their aggression into a constructive form of exer
cise, a game which builds character. Yet to develop 
into a fuUy rounded individual, it is necessary for a 
grounding in art , music and drama, all of which it is 
possible to abandon after the third form. There are 
many alternative forms of exercise which can pro
vide these opportunities and which for the un
talented are far more enjoyable than a game of 
rugby, yet, so often, hou,es have to scrape the bot
tom of the barrel for house teams, forcing some to 
play against their will and thus producing bad 
games. In The Loom of Youth, Waugh wrote: 'It 
was all very well working ... but when it came to 
allowing games to suffer, th in gs were getting 
serious . ' It is unfortunate that this atmosphere still 
prevails at Sherborne. Everyone has skills, and the 
way to maximise our potential is to concentrate on 
what we are capable of doing . Having an unwilling 
team member merely detracts from the perfor
mance of others. Surely it is in the interests of all 
for the stranglehold that rugby and similar institu
tions hold over our lives here to be broken. 

David Rees 

The present system of introducing boys to new 
subjects in the third form is an excellent idea. More 
help, however, should be given to third formers 
when choosing their GCSE subjects , as these 
choices have a direct effect on what they can choose 
at A-level. 

My second point is of a domestic nature. While 
it is fair to say that it is not exactly the question on 
everyone's mind, it is a matter of principle, and as 
such important in a school like this. 

The point is the differing standard of accom
modation between the houses of the school. 

For instance, boys in some houses have the 
choice of bedsitters from the fourth form onwards, 
whereas boys in other houses have to wait until the 
lower sixth or even upper sixth lo get bedsitters. I 
feel that accommodation should be uniform 
throughout the houses, and a house's intake shoulll 
be adjusted in order to achieve this (that is, more in 
some houses and fewer in others). 

A. Ambekar 
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SYCOSS Concert 
When I heard there was to be a joint concert 

with Fosters and Lord Digby's Schools for charity, 
naturally I was delighted at the prospect. What 
music would !he collaboration bring? Mozart? 
Bach? Beethoven? On the way in, a leather clad lad 
kindly informed me this music was modern. Ah! 
Shostakovich perhaps: this would evidently be a 
demanding night. On entering, I discovered a 
crowd of various young souls milling around the 
stage in a manner befitting a rock concert . This was 
in fact quite appropriate. So, in the fifteen minutes 
before the concert, I did a crash course in rock 
journalism and with the aid of five back issues of 
N.M.E. and Melody Maker I prepared this review 
of the event. 

Cascading like the fruit of the labours of a thou
sand acne·ridden facial squeeiers came the milk of 
'Wave' by 'Goth', the first band on. The majesty of 
this three chord masterpiece instrumental was 
reflective of the angst of their audience. This youth, 
deprived of poverty, oppression and roe k and roll 
credibility need an outlet for their hankerings after 
youth culture and pent up emotion. Yes, it has to be 
said, 'Goth' were a truly awful covers band, but 
then that is half !he point: most of the audience 
have truly abysmal expectations. The highlight of 
the chaos was Al Gunning's singing of 'The 
Spaceman Song' which, in a Syd Barretty way, was 
eccenlrically pleasant. This original was to prove 
about the only new piece of the evening, the other 
bands all playing songs by established Punk, Goth 
and Rock and Roll bands. 

The two bands from Fosters were somewhat dif
ferent in character. The first, though musically 1he 
more accomplished, failed to provide music 
palatable to most tastes. What did go down well 
was their very derivative version of Lou Reed's 
classic song, 'Walk on the Wild Side', though it did 
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seem quite ironic that Shirbumians felt that they 
could identify with New York prostitutes; or maybe 
chey were just identifying with the sing along 
chorus. The second Fosters band was the highlight 
of most people's evening. Slick four chord anthems 
by the Clash, Jesus and Mary Chain and Stranglers 
were ideal for 'Wrecking' which seemed the 
primary objective for most of the audience. 

'Hugh Goes Solo', a Sherborne band and the 
last to appear, though musically limited and lacking 
anyi:hing new to say or any new ways of saying it, 
were nevertheless popular. In the words of their 
opening song, a cover of 'Going Underground' by 
'The Jam': 'The public gets what the public wants'. 
However, 'I don't care what society wants' if this is 
it. The musicologist Wilfred Mellors talked of an 
'electronic womb tomb' created by the more 
mindless punk music. Many of the songs that were 
copied during the concert may have been technical· 
ly as proficient as the originals. The sccond·hand 
sentiments, however, failed to fulfil a basic criterion 
of music: the ability to convey emotion, howe\'er 
simple. Unfortunately !he primal beat which has in 
the past been used very creatively was merely the 
repetitious beat of Muzak designed to stop !he au
dience from thinking . Though enjoyable as a social 
and athletk event, and useful for engendering a 
stage presence and pose (incidentally both Christian 
Spurrier and Hugh Mackay did this well), the even
ing could hardly be termed an artistic or creati\'e 
success. Far from being a symbol of youth in 
revolution it was merely symptomatic of youth in a 
causeless regression - a stab at reality devoid of 
true feeling or emotion. Rock music is a fantastit: 
tool in the hands of a dedicated craftsman. 
However, this was little better than Stock, Aitkin 
and Waterman's Music for Morons. 

W. Wootten 



SPORT 
Cricket 

lst XI 

There was much pess1m1sm before the season 
that the early April start might result in lack of 
practice and wet wickets. In fact, the match against 
Taunton was the only game cancelled and the 
Radley game the only one affected by the weather 
dur.ing the term. There was only one practice ses
sion conducted indoors, when ii was more 
beneficial to use the indoor facilities anyway. Sad
ly, the Festival games were cruelly affected by 
heavy showers. 

As a result the boys had prepared with net prac
tice, fielding practices and middle practice for 
several days before the fixtures began. This 
preparation resulted in highly competent team per
formances for the first half of the term. 

A reversal at Can.ford was only partly due to a 
number of players not playing to their fuU potential. 
on the day. The concern inevitably associated with 
crucial examinations slightly affected the side for a 
couple of games before they produced cricket of the 
highest quality in defeating a very good and suc
cessful Haileybury side al the Festival. 

The excellent spirit i.n the side and the superb 
tactical appreciation of the game was due 10 Tom 
Ashworth's captaincy. He, apparently, has shown 
outstanding leadership qualities from a young age 
and his bowling changes, field placings, etc., un
doubtedly played a major role in the success of the 
XI. However, although he never quite fulfilled his 
promise as a batsman, despite playing some impor
tant innings, his academic workl.oad, his involve
ment with the England Schools Rugby side, and his 
school prefect duties did not detract from his com
mitment to the School lsc XL I am indeed grateful 
for his support in my first season and the inspir
ation he has shown to others over the last five years. 

Ben Atwell and Tom Batchelar produce several 
solid opening stands but neither quite came to 
terms with genuine pace or deviation off che pitch 
from opening bowlers. Their chances will come 
again next year when the experience gained from 
this year and the extra power from being a year 
older should prove beneficial. 

Stephen Leeke played a fine innings against· 
Millfield and always fielded superbly. He perhaps 
became too concerned with technique and less in
clined to strike the ball. Phil Hodges proved a most 
accomplished all-rounder. His batting flourished 
and he was always looking to dominate the bowl
ing. He was always the one to bowl when things 
were tight and had the ability to vary his bowling 
from attacking to take wickets to defensively to 
keep runs down. 

Matt Evans won the game for us at Blundells 
and was perhaps the most enthusiastic member of 

the side. He will be a better player the longer he 
plays the game. 

John de la Hey imprm·ed almost beyond 
recognition as a wicket-keeper. On some of the 
most difficuli wickets he 'kept' superbly well. His 
keenness and mobility added to the side's overall 
performance in the field. Hopefully he will play 
some important innings for the XI next year when 
he excludes those shots which have been his 
downfall this year. 

Julian Pratt started to realise towards the end of 
the season that you cannot score all your runs in 1st 
XI Cricket with boundaries. As a coach one was 
reluctant to discourage his desire to hit the ball over 
t.he top of the fielders but searched for ways of 
teaching Ju.Lian which was the right ball to hit. 
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Nick Macpherson had a disappointing season 
with his slow left-arm bowling. Like most cricketers 
he suffered a crisis of confidence. A long bowl and 
wickets early next season will hopefully help him to 
fulfil his obvious po1ential as a match-winning 
bowler. 

Ruper! Bagnall lost form as the threat of ex
aminations loomed larger. Very much a bowler who 
needs a lot of work. he always struggled to find any 



rhythm. Paddy Knechtli has the abilily to bowl 
genuinely quickly on 1he right wickets. He also has 
the ability to move the ball both in the air and off 
1he wicket and should prove to be a good strike 
bowler next season. 

No doubt the outstanding bowler on our circui1 
this year was Richard Springfield. He bowled 
several sides out with genuine pace and with the 
abili1y to move the ball away from 1he right-hander 
was always providing problems for batsmen. His 
spell of bowling to take eight wickets on the Upper 
against Clifton was as good an exhibition of sus
tained hostile fast bowling as one is likely to see in 
any class of cricket. 8-0th he and Phil Hodges were 
offered games in 1he Gloucestershire 2nd XI. 

To make all Lhese games possible, of course, re· 
quires a great deal of effort from many people. My 
thanks are due 10 the coaches who have spent many 
hours improving techniques; lO other masters who 

Results: Played 16, Won 7, Lost 2, Drawn S, Abandoned 2. 

Shcrborne 126 - 9 
Sherbome Town 143 - 7 declared Dra.,.,.n 

Sherborne 90 - 2 
Dorset Rangers 88 Won 

Sher borne I 65 - 2 
Free Foresters 164 Won 

Sherburne 92 - 4 
Bradfield 87 Won 

Shcrborne 223 - 4 
Mill field 243 - 3 declared Drawn 

Sherborne 253 - 3 declared 
King's Taunton 194 - 9 Drav.n 

Shcrborne 188 - 9 
Clifron 82 Won 

SherbornC' 104 
Canford 116 Losr 
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have encouraged and organised boys over many 
years; to Mr. Lugg, his wife and staff who again 
provided such excellent meals; to Mervyn Brown 
and his staff, who provided first class surfaces to 
play and practice on throughout the season; and to 
Mike Earls-Davies, who not only umpired to his 
very high standards but gave me so much support in 
many different ways. 

Finally, my thanks to the boys who performed 
with determination to produce the results on the 
field. Their willingness to learn; their sense of 
humour; and their desire to play well were always a 
source of encouragement in my first season of Sher
borne Cricket. 

·o wonder/ ul game that does so much towards 
1he for motion of character, that inculcates 
discipline, self-control, a11d even-handed conduct. ' 

W.R. Weir 

Sherborne 129 - 2 
Downside l 98 - 6 declare<! Drawn 

Sherborne 162 - 0 
XL Club 161 - 7 declared Won 

Sherborne 222 
Blundell~ 129 Won 

Sherbornc 112 - 5 
Radley 226 - 8 declared Rain Drawn 

Sherborne I 18 
Pilgrims 120 - 8 Lo~t 

Sherborne v Cheltenham Abandoned 

Sherboroe 85 - 3 
Hailcybury 83 Won 

Shc.-rborne v Marlborough Ab<indoned 

M.D.N. 



2nd XI 

Yes, it was quite a season: eight completed mat
ches, eight outright wins, the ninth being abandon
ed early after a heavy shower. How can one 
possibly sum up such a success story? 

Part of the answer has to be teamwork and a 
socially well-knit group - the principal members 
of the team being a preuy dedicated bunch; that is, 
they enjoyed their cricket, they enjoyed playing 
well. and they played to win, but with the right 
spirit, and the spirit was very good indeed. 

Ably led by John Drake for virtually the whole 
season, he started somewhat uncertainly but warm
ed to the role and, despite my qualms at his 
occasionally curious field placing and his strange 
cries of exhortation - ·o.K. guys. lee's go!', he led 
by example and generosity of spirit. His batting, 
when he overcame his initial nervousness and feel
ing of responsibility, co1.1ld be devastating on the 

opposing bowlers; he won the game against Milton 
Abbey virtually single-handed when all seemed lost. 
and left Wells Cathedral School reeling from his 
powerful blows. 

One batsman who excelled was Mike Colby who 
opened the batting and was the pillar on which 
many innings were founded, frequently scoring a 
vital 30 or 40, although never staying long enough 
for the big innings. A polished performer with some 
nice strokes, he balled nuently and always looked 
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composed. Then we come to two batsmen who 
started the season not with any great confidence or 
apparent style, but with great determination and 
enthusiasm: Charlie Allen, who became a stalwart 
member of the side, blossoming mightily as the 
season progressed. his best performances being at 
Canford and as a vital supporting role to his cap
tain ac Milton Abbey; and Andy Canning, who 
despite wickets tumbling around him played a vital 
innings at Clayesmore and then even more vitally ac 
Millfield. He also possessed a very safe pair of 
hands in the field. 

Next the all-rounders (they all lay claim to this 
ability) who actually achieved with bat and ball. 
Andy Burns, who was an able support to Mike Col
by as opening bat, also did well on occasion with 
the ball, noating it unplayably at times. especially 
against Blundells . Eddy Masters, too, bowled well, 

across the line of the bat, which disconcerted the 
batsmen, while he also scored an invaluable 50 not 
out at Taunton. Paddy Knechtli was the scourge of 
opening batsmen with his speed and occasional leg 
cutter, keeping the ball well up to the bat as an 
opening bowler should. He had great success at 
Clayesmore and Canford, although he never quite 
materialised with the bat despite promise. 

Then the people who bowl (and, of course claim 
to bat as well): Charlie Clarke, the old war-horse, 



good bowler, great trier, succeeded especially 
against Canford and Wells - also an excellem 
fieldsman who arguably won the Clayesmore match 
with a superb running catch at Jong-leg. Tom 
Sharpe also bowled well when given the chance and 
had excellent figures against Wells. The best single 
bowling performance, however, has to be that of 
John Old who, singlehandedly, routed Millfield 
with 7 wickets for 23 runs: giving no quarter. with 
bowling directed incisively at the stumps. 

John Binks kept wicket with calm, almost 
unhurried thoroughness, making occasional 
brilliant stops. 

So, a great season, enjoyell by all, not least the 
v~nerablc umpire who wishes to congratulate his 
team of merry men on a fine achievement. 

Results: Played 9, Won 8, Abandoned I. 

Oayesmore 1st XI 73 (Kncchtli 4 for 3) 
Sherborne 78 for 8 Won 

Marlborough 113 (Old 4 for 22) 
Sherborne 127 for I (Burns 47 not, Colby 43) Won 

Taunton 115 
Sherborne 118 for 4 (Masters 50 nol) Won 

Sherborne 145 
Millficld 108 (Old 7 for 23) Won 

Milton Abbey Isl XI 171 for 6 
Sherborne 174 for 6 (Drake 74) Won 

Clifton 91 for S Abandoned 

Sherborne 150 for 7 
Canford 63 (Kncchrli 5 for 27, Clarke 4 for 33) Won 

Wells Cathedral School 1st XI 100 (Sharpe 4 for 26) 
Sherborne 103 for I (Colby 42 nor) Won 

Blundells 67 
Sherbome 79 for I Won 

M.L.M. 

The Lower 

The season got off to an inauspicious start when 
the opposition for the first match of the season fail· 
ed to arrive. Somehow this set the seal on the 3rd 
XI. The incentive to do well seemed to evaporate 
when a score of 188 for S was reached quite easily 
by Marlborough . The overall record of played five, 
won one, lost four speaks for itself. The batting 
taUent was very thin, anll when Ali Vaux 
failed - the side did as well . The bowling lacked 
direction and penetration and the lielding was, at 
times, very laboured. 

The 4th XI fared slightly better winning three of 
their fixtures, drawing two and losing two. The side 
played with far more urgency than their senior 
counterparts, but the same problems ~ere stiJJ pre
sent. Why was this so? I feel that there has 10 be 
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greater commitment from the Upper Sixth , if the 
Lower is to operate in the ame way as in past year~. 
It is of no use for the team if the captain anll 'senior 
professionals' opt out as the exams near. Perhaps a 
remedy cou ld be that the 3rd XI would be made up 
of Lower Sixth players with fully committed Upper 
Sixth players. Perhaps a fixture list more weighted 
to the first half of term could be arranged - I 
know the difticultie~! I do hope that the numbers 
still opting for cricket will continue to increase, so 
that the Lower may continue to nourish. 

My thanks 10 IRE and MJH for their help and 
to MAS· W for his many years of commilled ~ervice 
to the 4th XI. He will be sorely missed . Mervyn 
Brown and all his staff deserve special mention for 
providing us wirh the best pitches on the circuit. 

M.J .C. 



Colts A 

What a pleasure it has been to be involved with 
this talented, keen and motivated team. Practices 
were keenly contested affairs, and a great deal of 
hard work took place during them. The positive 
attitude that each and every boy showed was a 
credit to them and will stand them in good stead in 
the future. 

The main problem for this team was that, 
MiHfield apart, there was no other school side that 
could give them a good test. Six wins were 
registered by margins of 10 wickets, 8 wickets, 82, 
75, 47 and 31 runs. A disappointing draw against 
King's Taunton was almost turned into victory, 
with the home side 60 runs short with 2 wickets in 
hand . The match against Clifton was abandoned 
with the home side struggling at 62 for 7 - another 
win seemed very likely. 

Much of the credit for the side's success must lie 
with Marcus Ford, who captained maturely and 
with inspiration at times. H is batting also always 
looked good. Richard Preston and James Tweedale 
both played some fine innings, though both will 
need to learn how to turn good knocks into lengthy, 
excellent knocks. These three were ably supported 
by Richard Tregarthen, Charles Brooks, and on 
occasions Nicholas Rintoul, Guy Wigley, Colin 
Levy and our star No. 11, Scott Stevens. 

The bowling was dominated by t.he penetrative 
seam bowling of Scott Stevens and the leg-spin of 
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Sam Hayward. Marcus Ford supported them ably, 
as did Richard Preston. Andrew Tall and James 
Tweedale had their moments, too, with the ball. 

Their success resulted from close attention to 
accuracy and to working out where their opponents 
were weakest , and then attacking chat weakness. 

The fielding was generally very good, and the 
catching on occasions (e.g. Guy Wigley at Clifton) 
exceptional. Colin Levy behind the stumps improv
ed chroughout the season, and he made a lot of the 
throwing look very good. 

Well done 1hen to a very successful side, who 
have been a pleasure to coach and manage. Several 
of them wiU have a future in the 1st XI and beyond, 
I am sure. My tha.nks to Mervyn Brown and his 
staff for looking after the welfare of our grounds so 
well, to Chris Stone for his invaluable coaching, to 
DAS for his wit and care of the ' B' team , to Robert 
Hands for his superb scoring (and invaluable ad
vice to the coach!) and especially to the boys 
themselves. 

Team. M. W. 0. Ford, R. J. Preston, R. C. D. Brooks, 
R. E. C. Tregarthen, J. R. Tweedale, N. R. E. Rintoul. 
G. W. G. Wigley, C. R. Levy, S. R. Hayward, 
S. W. Stevens, A. D. M. Tall. 

Also played in one match : R. F. Westwater. 



Results: Played 8, Won 6, Drawn I, Abandoned I. Sher borne v Clifton (62 - 7) Abandoned 

Sherborne 34 - 0 Sherborne 166 - 7 declared (Preston 75) 
Marlborough 91 all out (Stevens 4 - 25) Won Canford 33 all out (Ford 4 - 5) Won 

Sherborne 90 - 2 Sherborne 165 - 4 declared (Tweedale 70) 
Taunton 89 all out (Stevens 6 - 23) Won Downside 83 all out (Stevens 4 - 12) Won 

Sherborne 160 - 8 declared 
Millfield 129 all out (Ford 4 - 16) 

Sherborne 218 - 8 declared (Tweedale 58) 
Won Blundells 171 all out (Hayward 4 - 55, 

Stevens 4 - 37) Won 
Sherborne 145 - 9 declared 
King's Taunton 83 - 8 (Steveos4 - 9) Drawn G.C.A. 

Colts B 

The 1988 season will go down as one in which 
the boys can be well satisfied with their efforts. 
Throughout the six matches everyone in the team 
was called upon to make a contribution. It proved 
to be somewhat of a surprise for a 'B' XI to go 
through the term without any great disturbance to 
the personnel. Possibly this was where part of the 
success stemmed from. 

James Richardson proved not only to be a useful 
cricketer but also a very good captain. He certainly 
led by example with a number of lligh scores at the 
crease and chipping in with a number of valuable 
wickets. He was closely supported by the rather 
'quiet' Lyon House group - Ratcliffe, Westwater, 
Campbell and Clark - all of whom made excellent 
contributions to the team; unfortunately silence 
was not at the top of the Jisl. 

Matthew Sail and Dan James also proved to be 
very competent all rounders, with the former hav
ing a number of whirlwind knocks at the end of the 
order. 

The nice thing about this group was the team 
spirit which was very much to the fore; consequent
ly everyone was expected to and did play a part in 
an undefeated season. My thanks for a most en
joyable season must go to the team, who deserved 
the success they got by the effort they put into the 

game. Lastly, but certainly not least, to GCA for 
all his 'help' with the 'coaching'. 

Team: 1. Richardson (Captain), E. J. Bowater, 
G. W. Baldwin-Charles, D. R. James, R. F. Westwater, 
M. D. Ratcliffe, J. J. Haskins, M. Sail, G. K. Rittener, 
J. A. R. Campbell, H. J. L. Clark. 

Also played: C. J. Mapp, C. E.W. Raymond, B. T. Patten, 
T. D. Macpherson. 

Results: Played 6, Won 6. 

Sherborne 231 (Westwater 69, Richardson 83) 
Marlborough 49 Won 

Milton Abbey 2nd XI 122 (Haskins 4 - 26) 
Sherborne 125 - 7 (Richardson 33) Won 

Junior Leaders 109 
Sherborne I 13 - 4 (Westwater 36) Won 

Sherborne 218 - S (Ratcliffe 78. Richardson 68) 
Kfog's Bruton 200(Sail 5 for48) Won 

Sherborne 125 
Wells Cathedral 42 Won 

Dauntseys 125 
Sherborne 126 - 5 Won 

D.A.S. 



Junior Co Us A 

Cricket at al! levels is increasingly becoming two 
separate games, the 'proper' game and the limited 
over variety. This was particularly so with regard to 
this year's Junior Colts 'A' XI. 

Some people would say that the highlight of 
their season was their immensely successful run in 
the Lords Taverners Cup which culminated in a 
narrow defeat by Hurscpierpoint, the eventual win
ners of the trophy, in the national semi-finals. 

Others would dispute this and point to the six 
convincing wins and one winning draw in the other 
seven matches. 

But whichever line you wish to take it cannot be 
denied that this was an excellent season from a side 
without any outstanding players but which was 
imaginatively and firmly led by Mark Jackaman, 
and inspiringly coached and encouraged by Alan 
Willows, and which brought forward into 1988 the 
team spirit chat had been fostered in the Mini Colts 
the year before. 

The batting posed more problems this year than 
last, with the major trouble stemming from the lack 
of consistency of the openers. Hughes could not 
find any sort of form and eventually lost his place. 
Raymond - how nice to see him back from the 
track - partnered Baines in two big opening 
stands of J 64 against Can ford and 124 against 
Downside, but otherwise only two opening partner
ships of over 20 were achieved in the whole season. 

Much therefore depended on the solidity of 
Evans at number three and he rarely let the side 
down. He was followed by the two most attractive 
stroke-makers, Watling and Sangster, the farmer's 
match winning innings against Blundells and the 
latter's century against Taunton and fifty in our 
only losing match against Hurstpierpoint being par
ticularly noteworthy. 

Clarke, basically unsound in technique but a 
great competitor, Rutherford - a vital little inn
ings in our cup game against Plymouth springs to 
mind - and Ricketts. a player of great promise 
promoted from the Mini Colts, all contributed 
valuable innings at various times. 

The bowling rested mainly in the hands of five 
players. Macpherson, of last year's side, had a bad 
back and only returned late in the season to the '8' 
team. He was replaced by Ricketts, who had a good 
action and moves the ball more than anyone in the 
air. He took the new ball with Alderson whose extra 
pace made early breaks in at least eight of the mat
ches played. Rutherford, tidy but unpenetrative 
and Evans, always selected to bowl the last eight 
overs at one end in the cup matches, played !heir 
part by bowling their spells accurately and 
economically. 
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But, as last year, the greatest success went to 
Pugsley. In the Cup matches he averaged 2 wickets 
for 13 runs in each eight over spell - match win
ning contributions; in the straight maiches where 
there was no restriction on his activity, he bowled 
more overs, was prepared to give the ball more air 
and took more wickets than anyone else. Although 
no one seemed to appreciate that it was a bit of 
an honour, I gave him the match ball on two 
occasions, against King's Taunton and Blundells: 
there was much bad batting against him but he 
didn't bowl many loose balls. 

As wicket keeper, Jackaman was in the ideal 
position to read any situation and to react to it; and 
he did not allow his responsibilities to affect 
adversely his performance in that position. The 
ground fielding generally was enthusiastic if un
polished but it served its purpose in deterring timid 
opposition from venturing very mu..:h. My praise 
for the catching, however, is quite unqualified. To 
my certain knowledge you could count the number 
of dropped catches on the fingers of one hand and 
Watling and Evans in particular had marvellously 
safe hands. Good catching certainly won several 
matches. 

This then was a very good season. The su..:
cessful Cup run was splendid and was followed 
admiringly by much of the Schoo! but, in a way, 1 
enjoyed our success in the other matches rather 
more. The challenges to take all ten wickets when 
we field second (matches against Taunton and 
King's Taunton were won in the last over and with 
three to go respectively) or to score runs against the 
clock when we bal second {we bowled 52 overs at 
Blundells and received 30) seem to me to be more of 
what cricket is really abouc. I may be old fashioned 
but these are challenges that these boys will face 
when they are in the 1st XI in two years' time. 

The thanks of all are due w che system for good 
grounds, good organisation, good coaching and 
good teas. 

Team: M. Jackaman (Captain>. A. llaincs, P. Evans, 
E. Sangster, H. Pugsley, J. Alderson. S. Watling. 
P. Clarke. A. Rutherford, E. Raymond, J . Rickens. 
F. Hughes. 

Scorer: N. Hole (excellent. thank you). 

Result.~: Played 12, Won IO, l.ost I, Drawn 1. 

Lord TuVC!rners Cup 

Ro11nd I 

Sher borne l 99 - 8 (Ev<1ns 7 5. Sangster 31 ) 
Marlborough 52 (Raymond 5 - l 7) 
Won by 147 runs 



Round 2 

Plymouth 132 - 7 (Evans 3 - 22) 
Sherborne 13S - 6 (Watling 29, Rutherford 25•) 
Won by 4 wickets 

Round J 

Sherborne 101 
Millficld 94 
Won by 7 runs 

Western Regio11 Final 

Sherborne 172 - 9 (Evans 29, Clark 26, Sangster 24, 
Rutherford 24) 

Pates G.S. 80 (Evans S - 12) 
Won by 92 runs 

National Semi Fmal 

Sherbome 129 - 9 (Sangster SI, Evan& 33) 
Hurstpicrpoint 130 - 8 (Ricketts 3 - 20) 
Lost by 2 wickets with 2 balls remaining 

Other Matches 

Sherbornc 191 - 3 declared (Sangster 100•. Evans 64•) 
Taunton SS (Pugsley S - SJ 
Won by 136 runs 
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Sherborne 158 (Clarke 39, Baines 27) 
King·~ Taunton 80 (Pugsley 9 - 29) 
Won by 78 runs 

Shcrborne 125 (Sangster 29, Watling 20°) 
Clifton 63 (Alderson 4 - 3S, Rickets 4 - 17) 
Won by 62 runs 

Sherborne 164 - I declared (Raymond 85, Baines 70•) 
Canford 69 - 9 (Rickets 4 - 16, Alderson 3 - 33) 
Match drawn 

Sherborne I 83 - 2 declared (Raymond 81°, Baines 70•, 
Sangster 25•) 

Downside 71 (Alderson 3 - 24, Pugsley 3 - 25) 
Won by 112 runs 

Blundells 149 (Pugsley S - 42) 
Shcrborne ISO - 4 (Watbng 59°, Bain~ SJ•) 
Woo by 6 wickets 

Sherborne 182 - 9 declared (Evans SS, Watling 24. 
Sangster 22) 

Plymouth 31 (Alderson 3 - 10, Evans 3 - 3) 
Won by ISi runs 

J.R.T. 



Junior Colts 8 

Had it not been for the heavy defeat at the 
hands of Millfie!d, this would have been 
remembered as a successful season. The only other 
game that we lost was against Wells, who, equipped 
with two very good leg-spinners and able to put us 
under pressure on a turning wicket, well deserved 
their victory. The collapse against a sharp Millfield 
bowling side showed up some deficiencies in tech
nique, but lessons were learned. The season had 
started well with a comfortabk win at Bourne
mouth, and the drawn game at Marlborough con
tained some excellent cricket: sound batting on a 
difficult wicket and keen bowling and fielding. The 
game against King's Taunton is best remembered 
for the century partnership between Patten and 
Boucher, but it showed up what was our team's 
principal weakness: the inability of the medium
pacers 10 bowl out sides on a good wicket and, 
more precisely, to bowl at the stumps. The arrival 
of Macpherson gave the altack a much sharper edge 
in the later games: his early wickets demoralised the 
Clifton side, and he produced a dramatic final spell 
which turned upside down the match against 
Clayesmorc. 

The team contained players of promise: Patten 
showed an excellent technique and a great deal of 

application, and, when he begins to dominate 
anacks with greater confidence, he may well be able 
to achieve success at a high level. Boucher did have 
the ability to dominate, but all too frequently he 
played rashly and did not bear in mind the needs of 
the team or of the situation. Several others made 
contributions of quality, though none sh owed the 
consistency which was necessary to hold together 
the middle order. Of the bowling, it was Haigh· 
Austin's left-arm spin which impressed the most, 
and, with the exception of Macpherson's pace, it 
was the only weapon in our armoury whi<.:h looked 
likely to make an impression on a competent bat· 
ting side on a good wicket. 

The fielding was good, and the enthusiasm and 
effort which characterised the team's performance 
and practice, eYen when for a short time in mid
-~eason things began to look a little bleak. deserves 
warm praise. 

Team from: Bi<;wt:Jl, Aoud1t'r. Brodie. Clarhun. 
Crcdland, Dougal, Haigh-/\u,tin, Harper, Hughe>, 
Lawn, Ma<.:Lellan, Mai:phersun, Old, Patten (Captain), 
Quiatkowski, Raymond, Spink. 

Resulrs: Play~d 9. Won 4, Lust 2. lJrawn 3. 

P.T.S./M.A.W. 

Mini Colts A 

On paper our results look as impressive as last 
season bu1 a closer analysis may tell a different 
story. After an outstanding first half of the season, 
Ricketts earned promotion to the Junior Colts. 
Scoring at an average of 87, including a century, 
and taking 11 wickets, he dominated the opposi
tion. 

The new captain, de Mestre, was left with the 
task of moulding a team that would overcome the 
loss of their best player. The measure of his success 
was that we lost only one match and that after an 
early declaration and a memorable century from 
the Blundells number three. 

The openers, Wingfield-Digby and Colby, made 
a number of good opening stands, with Colby gain
ing in confidence with every game. Gillett threaten
ed to take a number of attacks apart and played 
some excellen1 innings; however, on many occa
sions he was disappointed at the way he was out. 
The same could be said of Shaw, who showed some 
touches of typical left-handed leg-side belligerence. 
It was often left to another left-hander, Keatinge, 
with solid support from Kassulke, to make up for 
the loss of Ricketts. He played several excellent inn-
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ings and averaged 68 for the season. The ma:-;im 
'play straight' should have been hung in our dress
ing room at every match - so many innings endecl 
just when the batsman looked set. 

We were unfortunate 10 lose Treverton with a 
broken arm (rumour has it lhal a pillow fight got 
out of hand!). His accurate opening bowling prov
ed a good foil to Rickets and he had already taken 
19 wickets at only 5.4 apiece. re was difficult to 
choose between the other seam bowlers. Richard
son, a left armer, had his moments, although he 
often proved inaccurate. Keatinge, Chantrey,' Hart 
and Hopkins all had some good spells, but when 
under pressure they did occasiona!ly waver. 

It is unusual to have reached this point in the 
report with scarcely any mention of the captain or 
the wicket-keeper. To cake the latter first, Chappell 
was persuaded to cake the stumps when we found 
ourselves short in that deparlment. His was a 
plucky performance after an early bloody nose. He 
absorbed a great deal of advice and took ~ome 
useful catches. I hope he will continue his appren
ticeship; his cheerful disposition was also an a~se!. 

Perhaps too much was expected of de Mestre at 



the beginning of the season. An orthodox left arm 
spinner, a left-handed batsman and a nimble 
fielder, he has a great deal of cricket in him. 
However, he will have been disappointed by a lack 
of consistency in his bowling and a tendency to play 
across rhe line. His captaincy was calm and 
thoughtful. 

This side practised well and learnt the impor
tance of good fielding as the season progressed. The 
key advice for next season will be: play straight and 
bowl to a good length. 

In conclusion, I would like to say how much I 
enjoyed the season. I relied heavily on Alan 
Willows to do the coaching and as usual he gave of 
himself unstintingly and with remarkable en
thusiasm (despite Chelsea's demise!). The boys 
were also lucky to have George Tatham in my place 
on several occasions. Let us hope that the weather 
in 1989 will be as kind. 

Team from: A. de Mestre (Captain), M. Chantrey, 
H. Chappell, C. Colby, S. Gillett, P. Kassulke, 
C. Keatinge, J. Shaw, G. Treverton, W. Wingfield
Digby, A. C. M. Hart, J . Horkins, 0 . Richardson. 

Results: Played 13, Won 8, Lo.~t I, Drawn 3, Abandoned l. 

Lords Taverf!e~' Cup 

Sherbome 169 - 3 (Rickcl!s l 18") 
Beaminster 42 (Richardson 4 - 3) 
Won by 127 runs 

Sherborne 282 - 8 (Ricketts 59, Keatinge 77°) 
Clayesmore 35 (Ricketts 4 - l) 
Won by 247 runs 

Milton Abbey 114 - 3 
Sherborne I 17 - l (Wingfield-Digby 44, Colby 44) 
Won by 9 wickets 

Semi-Fino/: (Final next seoson) 

Bournemouth 62 (Ricketts 4 - 15, Hopkins 4 - 25) 
Sherborne 63 - I 
Won by 9 wickets 

Other Matches: 

Sherborne 188 - 8 declared (Ricketts 63) 
Marlborough 75 (Rickens 5 - 9, Tre\'erton 4 - 25) 
Won by 113 runs 

Sherbornc 138 
Tauncon 96 - 6 
Drawn 

Sherborne 209 - 6 (Keatinge 87) 
Millrield 95 - 8 (Rickeus 4 - 32) 
Drawn 

Sherborne 172 - 4 (Rickem 87°) 
King's Taunmn 36 (Trevenon 8 - 5) 
Won by 136 runs 

Sherborne l 13 - 5 v Clifwn - Match abandoned (rain) 

Sher borne l 72 - 4 (Keatinge 50•) 
Canford 120 - 8 {Hare 4 - 44) 
Drawn 

Sher borne 170 - 3 (Gillett 76°) 
Downside I IS 
Won by 55 runs 

Sherborne 189 - 8 (Keatinge 10•, Gillett 43) 
Blundells 190 - 2 
Lost by 8 wickets 

Plymouth 90 (Harl 4 - 35) 
Sherborne 91 - 3 
Won by 7 wickets 

R.C.F.G. 

Mini Colts B 

An unbeaten season; recollections mainly of 
triumphs against the opposition, of some outstand
ing individual performances, but also of frustra
tions and lessons to be learned for a young, 
physically small but enthusiastic and talented team; 
another fine cricketing record for an U 14 Sher
borne team. These are the epithets for a season of 
almost completed fixtures when, in a poor summer, 
the rain held off more often than not, allowing an 
early selection of teams and nets practice. 

It is the lot of a '8' side to have a transient com
position owing to the demand of the 'A' team, but 
this year we fairly quickly settled down with a core 
of reliable and consistent players. The season 
started against Bournemouth: they were unusually 
weak and we trounced them by 8 wickets. A 'con
fidence boost' early on but the victory was not real
ly ours; the opposition lost. Marlborough brought 
wind and rain, both felt all the more keenly on the 
exposed slopes above the School. Rain interrupted 
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play several times and we found concentration ex
tremely difficult, but not before Douglas Lamont 
and Simon Thompson battled on to score a vital 50 
runs between them was our victory secured by 5 
wickets. Another windy venue, this time at Taun
ton, showed how fortunate we had been so far; we 
opened the innings and notched up 168 runs. Taun
ton managed 82 in reply, but wc could not bowl 
them out, no matter what was hurled at them down 
the wicket. Frustration set in. Against Millfield the 
weather changed for the better and so did our play; 
Marcus Chantrey and James Freeth took 7 wickets 
and, despite a scare whilst Millfield's tailenders 
scored 51 runs, the victory was sweeter because it 
was earned against a competitive side. Milton 
Abbey generously allowed us to score the highest 
innings of the season - 160 for 8 with Johnny 
Hart batting with style and intelligence and Simon 
Thompson despatching any loose delivery to the 
boundary. Hamish Macaskill began to emerge as a 



consistent bowler and incessant lightener of gloomy 
spirits (i.e. he never stopped talking and telling 
appalling jokes!). 

By mid-season the team was beginning 10 look 
quite polished and extremely confident. King's 
Taunton set us a hard won target of 133 runs, but 
we surpassed that with some 7 wickets to spare, 
thanks to the efforts of Marcus Chantrey and 
Robert Harris. who scored 111 runs in an ex
emplary parmership of intelligerit baiting. The 
mood and the weather changed at Clifton. Concen
tration seemed impossible; missed chances abound
ed, but the elements intervened with a tropical 
downpour and sub-aqua cricket was ruled out. 
Match abandoned. Thereafter. the team played 
with maturity and a justifiable confidence. The op
position was often good but each of the subsequent 
four victories was well earned. James Frce1h was a 
popular and respected captain, but that most im
portant lesson - of individuals playing for each 

other, for a common cause and playing with 
humour, a sense of fun - was learned and earned. 

I should like to thank the boys concerned for the 
enjoyment and comradeship they gave but thank 
you also to Mr . Tatham who, when I was 
unavailable, plugged the gaps in umpiring with such 
generosity of spirit - and of purse, for hb 
strawberries and cream party at the season's end 
was much enjoyed and appreciated. 

Team: J. Frecth (Captain), J. Stiles. D. Lamont (Wicket), 
0. Glenday, R. Harris, H. Macaskill, C. Atherton. 
S. Thompson. 0. Richardson. M. Chantrey. J. Davies, 
J. Hopkins. 

Also p/o)'ed: J. Hart. J. Ward, C. ~eatinge. B. Reed, 
C. Colby, V. Harutunian. 

Results: Played 11, Won 9. Drawn I, Abandoned I. 

S.T. 

Mini Colts C 

The MCC had a rather disappointing season in 
which the results were not a fair renection of their 
standard of play. The match at Marlborough was 
played in cold, wel weather on a pitch with a shon 
boundary which enabled us to reach a respectable 
159 - 8. Although we kept the opposing batsmen 
behind the asking rate for most of the innings, they 
eventually passed us in the last over, mostly as a 
result of one individual score of 87. In the second 
match we reduced Taunton to 24 - 7, before let· 
ting them escape to 82 all out. We then embarrassed 
ourselves, reaching only 66 in reply. Dauntsey's 
almosr bored us to death by taking 37 overs 10 reach 
106 - 9. again with the aid of a short boundary. 
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We sportingly tried to get the runs in only 22 overs, 
but made only 82 - 8. Thb was the sort of core 
that looked like a moral victory for our opponents. 
but was really the reverse. We could justifiably have 
returned the insult by blocking from the start . 

Bowden, de Belder, Wills, and Heron were 
useful with the bat, and the bowling of de Seider 
improved as the season went on. He also captained 
the side. Fielding was a bit ragged at times, but 
there was plenty of competition to get into the 
team, a pleasing sign for next year. My thanks to all 
who contributed. 

J.A.T. 



Athletics 

I am very conscious, as I pick up my pen to 
write, that this will be my last report at Sherbome. 
I'm sitting writing on a beautiful summer's evening 
(normally it's October - the day before the 
deadline) reminiscing on what has been for me a 
most enjoyable term's athletics. 

Someone said 'a good coach knows when to 
retire' - perhaps lhat is the only criterion by which 
l would ever qualify as a good coach. I doubt 
whether many schools' coaches have ever had a bet
ter season and it must be right to leave on such a 
high note. The club's record will speak for itself 
and I hasten to add that it in no way reflects the 
ability of the coach - this term I seem to have 
spent more time as an administrator than a coach. 

The sole reason for the club's success has been 
the fact that it has been a 'club' in the best sense of 
the word. It has been wonderful to see the way in 
which the senior boys have encouraged, helped and 
coached the younger boys. Perhaps the most rewar
ding comment I received was: 'Thank you, Sir. We 
really enjoyed this term; it was great fun.' This 
comment is often made most after a poor season 
when there has to be something to compensate for 
the lack of success. It is not always as dominant in a 
successful season. Some people seem to think that 
fun and success are not the best of partners; hard 

work, dedication and perseverance are seemingly 
better colleagues. However, I firmly believe that all 
these qualities can co-exist side by side. Indeed, 
when the vital element of enjoyment and fun is lost, 
I believe success becomes increasingly difficult to 
attain. I have seen too many extremely talented 
athletes burn! out by a build-up of hard training 
without the element of fun . If I had to leave any ad
vice behind it would be: ' Remember you are an 
athlete, not an 800m runner or a long jumper 
- enjoy your athletics and remember 14 or 15 is a 

very young age to be mimicking the training 
schedules of Steve Cram, Carl Lewis or Geoff 
Capes.' 

I could not leave without thanking all those who 
have made this summer term so enjoyable. Firstly 
the boys: Dom Abrams, Marcus Wheeler, Charlie 
Painter, Perrin Carey and Ben Siggers, all of whom 
have shown great qualities of leadership and care 
for others. Even if at times they have not had as 
much success themselves as they bad hoped for, 
they have never failed to encourage and inspire 
others. This demonstrates real character. Secondly, 
all the coaching staff - Mr. Cameron, Mr. Harris, 
Mr. Gibson, Mr. Thompson and Mr. Davis - who 
have helped to ensure the smooth running of every 
match and training session. Finally, all those who 
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helped officiate at the meeting and especially Mer· 
vin Brown for always providing an immaculately 
marked track. 

I would like to close by wishing all the athleces 
every success in the future. 

Results: 

Senior Schoof Fixturts 
Sherbomc 165 
Can ford 136 
DO\ltnSide 84 
Milton Abbey 74 

Sherbornc 119 
King's Bruton 84 
Milton Abbey 70 

Sherborne 313 
Mill field 278 
King's Taunton 249 
Plymouth 233 Vi 
Grenville 233 
Clifcon 230 1h 
Dauntscys 173 
Queen's Taunton 108 

Lutra Shield 

Sher borne 639 
Wellington 601 
Bryanston 570 
Blundells 534 
King's Tauncon 525 
Kingswood 497 
Clifton 475 

Sherborne Rtluys 

Sherborne 72 
Bryanston 70 
Blundells 69 
Cliflon 62 
King's Taunton 53 
Mill field 49 
Downside 37 
WcUington 32 
Milton Abbey 9 

The Gardintr Handicap Cup 

Shcrbome Boys 86 
Shcrborne Girls S2 

Lower Sixth Team: (durint< 'A •levels) 

Bryanston 215 
Marlborough 199 
Sher borne 180 
Kings wood 133 
Clifton 103 
Cheltenham 97 

Under 17s 

Sher borne 171 
Can ford 109 
Down.side 86 
Milton Abbey 83 

Sherborne 136 
Junior Leaders 121 
King's Brucon 108 
Milton Abbey 79 

Grem·ille 264 
Sherbome 255 
Mill field 253 
Oifton 223 
Plymouth 192 
King's Taunton 171 
Dauntscys 161 
Queen's Taunton 143 

Sherbome 174 
Clifton IS.5 
Bryans ton 143 
Marlborough 139 
Cheltenham 130 

Under 16s: (4 top athletes musinT< at multi evenrsJ 

Mill field 288 
Bryanston ?.66 
Wellingcon 2S6 
Sherborne 206 
Milton Abbey 205 
King's Taunton 202 
Queen's Taunton 201 
Kings wood 199 
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Under /Js 

Mill field 
Sherborne 
Plymouth 
Clifton 
Grenville 
King's Taunton 
Queen's Taumon 

Sherborne 
Bryanston 
Kings wood 
Marlborough 
Clifton 

240 
235 
227 
222 
200 
197 
143 

112 
107 
87 
86 
76 

(J top athletes missing at South West Championships) 

Clifion 236 
Milllield 213 
Sherborne 209 
King's Taunton 185 
Taunton 182 
Br)'anston I S2 

The Gardiner Handicap Cup 

Sherborne Girls 
Sherbome Boys 

Representative Honours 

67 
62 

The following boys represented Dorset at the South West 
Schools Championships: D. Finch, 0. Hardwick. 
M. Wheeler• , J. Arnold, J. Mitchell. P. Carey, J. Ralph. 
D. Abrams. A. Colville, E. Stock, R. Callister. 
M . Macbc1h. R. Robinson, M. Hopkins, M. Animash
awun, J . Mackenzie•, 8. Oliver • S. W. Champion 

The following boys represented Dorset a1 the National 
Schools Championships: 

P. Carey (Javelin S.B., 57.96, 6th in final) 
IC Callister (Javelin S.B., 47.!14. 22nd in final} 
M. Wheeler (ISOOm S.B .• fell in final) 
M. Macbe1h (400m J.B .. 50.0, S1h in final) 
J. Mackenzie (800m J .B .. 2.02.3 (4th fastes1), disqualified 

in semi finals for stepping out of lane) 

L.D.G. 

Tennis 
1st VI 

This was a most successful and enjoyable 
season. The standard of tennis was highly com
pe1itive, the weather much better 1han usual when it 
mattered, and the ream enthusiastic and motivated. 
As a result only one school match was los1 (to 
Marlborough). 

We managed to defeat a highly competitive team 
from Exeter School (the first fixture against 1hcm) 
by a narrow margin. The team found form early in 
the season due to a large amount of holiday prac
lice. King's Taunton provided a weaker challenge 
than in previous years. Bryanslon, like us, had a 
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comparatively young side but we managed ro defeat 
them in a tigh1 finish. We could have beaten 
Marlborough 1his year. and it was a disappointment 
chat we did not. There was a Lack of composure on 
the points thal really mattered on this day, and a 
certain Jack of consistency on routine ones. Next 
year, I hope, we will rise to the challenge and beat 
them at this level for the first time in six vears. 

Can ford had lost some of their best players, and 
we defeated them relatively easily with consistent 
tennis. The Clifton match was one of the most ex
citing despite the score which suggests an easy win. 



In fact it was a hard-fought match in which every 
point was well contested. 

The Jones/Williams partnership, which promis
ed well in the early part of the season, proved to be 
too inconsistent to last. Jones had a steady season 
generally, and captained the side in a sensible and 
unruffled way. His backhand proved a weakness 
bu1 did develop with greater topspin. Williams was 
rather erratic; he was capahle of brilliant touch
volleys and passing shots at times, but greater con
centration will improve his consistency. J. Young 
partnered Jones later in the season, and when he 
mastered his temperamen1 and concen!ration, 
showed himself capable of powerful consistent 
play. They proved a strong pair. 

Our second pair, Baker and Honer, continued 
to cement a successful partnership, both developing 
the power and accuracy of their shots. Baker's serve 
was particularly effective, being both deep and ac
curate, as were his volleys, whilst Honer's game was 
characterised by very good anticipation and. in
telligent use of the court. Crowe and Wilson at 
third pair produced spectacularly uncompromising 
tennis on occasions. but on others their play was 
limp and lacking in aggression. Both have sound 
control of their ground and air shots, and if they 
can be more determined next season will be ex
tremely effective. 

Baker and Honer are to be congratulated on 
winning the Plate Competition in the BSL TA 
Milborne Cup. Unfortunately, we were unable to 
find sufficient boys to represent us in the holidays 
at the Clark and Youll Cups. 

Despite difficult weather, Mervyn Brown and 
his team kept the match grass courts in excellen1 
condilion, and we are most grateful to them for 
that. My than.ks go too to those parents and friends 
who came to support us in often dreadful condi
tions. Their support is much appreciated. 

The core remains for what I hope will be a most 
successful season in 1989. With determination and 
concentrated effort, this could prove to be the case. 
I wish the team, and Dr. Ferrario, who will be runn
ing the tennis, the very best of luck, and success 
too. 

Results: Played 9, Won 7, Los< 2. 

Exeter School W 
King's Taunton W 
Downside W 
Bryanston W 
Marlborough L 
Canford W 
Hants Jnr. Squad L 
aftoo w 
Pilgrims W 

s -4 
8~ - Y.r 
6 -3 
s -4 
4 -5 
7 -2 
I -8 
7 -2 
s -4 

M.J.A.S. 

2nd VI 

Last season was marred by poor weather. In 
contrast, conditions this season could not have 
been better. Play itself was very variable as were the 
pairings. a large number of players being called 
upon to play. 

Most matches were characterised by fairly 
mediocre starts, although our strength in depth 
tended to show through in the latter pairings. Very 
often victories were secured against the seedings. 
This was certainly the case against Blundell's. B. 
Adderley and T. Blackburn, the only pair to play in 
all the seven fixtures. were particularly successful in 
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this respect. They proved to be the heart of the 
team, suffering only one defeat in 21 pairs. 
Although their temperamenl was at times suspect, 
they showed remarkable consistency and developed 
a very promising groundstroke game, J. Lytle and 
J. Down played for half the term as first pair. but 
they seemed to Jack the steadiness of earlier years. 

The confidence and ability of the team grew 
considerably in the wake of convincing victories 
over Bryanston and a white-wash of Downside. K. 
Shuaib played some excellen1 tennis in partnership 
with M. Hooper and then C. Greene, and improved 



considerably as I he term progressed . These victories 
put the team in the right frame of mind for the dif
ficult away fixtures at Canford, Marlborough and 
Clifton from which they came away with honours 
shared. The match at Clifton lived up to its name. It 
was a real cliffhanger, the match being drawn 
through the efforts of our third pair tS. Mulherin 
and M. Rasmussen) who, drafted in from the 3rd 
VI for the occasion, beat higher ranked opposition 
in the last match to save the day. Finally, a word of 
thanks to J. K. Young who as captain played 
tenaciously throughout, having to adapt, as he did, 
to playing with a plethora of partners. 

Results: Played 7. Won 5. Lost I, Drawn I. 

Blundell' !st Vl 
King's Taunton 
Downside 
Brvanswn 
\1arlborough 
Can ford 
CliFton 

w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
D 

r, .. , - 2'' 
6': - 2 1 0 

9 -0 
8 -1 
4.,, - 5' : 
5:,, - 3 1·1 

4:·, -41., 

C.V.J.F. 

Colts 

The Colts VI was a more settled team than in 
past years and the regular pairings allowed a steady 
improvement in the standard of play as the term 
progressed. The overall strength or the team was 
reduced by the fact that some of the best U 16 
players in the school were good enough to secure 
regular first team place. Some of the schools we 
play do oot adopt this policy and we are therefore 
weaker in the middle ye~ns. 

The season opened with a new fixture against 
Exeter School which was won comfortably. The 
following match against King's College Taunton 
was a different story, their new policy of having 
outside coaching in the Lent Term clearly bearing 
fruit. Victories against Downside and Bryanston 
restored confidence and allowed the team 10 play 
'ome of its best, i.:ompetitive tennis, parti1:ularly in 
the close Downside game which was won 5 - 4. 
the final ~et deciding. A rurther tight contest 
followed at Canford the result going to Sherborne 
5 - 4. This is the third year in succe~\ion that chis 

fixture has been decided by a single point. Hamp
shire Juniors played cheir usual controlled tcnni~ to 
win comFortablv and in the final match, Clif10n 
proved just mo' strong, winning 5 - 4, but pro
viding a tense climax to the season. At Commem. 
the VI played the Parents - an event that is always 
much enjoyed by all involved. 

Team Pluyers: M. l ytk, /\ . Loftu•,, S. Clar~c. 0 . liggi,, 
F.. Davie', i\. l\mbekar. C. Patcr,on, I. H untcr. 

Rew/ts: Played 8, Won 4. I osl 4. 

E.~eler S.:hool 
King·, College raunton 
Down~idc 

Brvamton 
\larlbornugh 
C'dnfonl 
Hamp,hirc Junior., 
Clirion 

w 
I 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L. 
L 

g - I 
7 1

·: - I · 
s -4 
7 ·1 - I'.: 
7 ~ 

5 - 4 
I•: - i' ·: 
5 - 4 

G.J.L.K. 

Junior Colls 

The most notable feature of the season was how 
much the squad memben imprnvc<l che quality of 
their tennis in the course of the term. This was a 
credit to their willingness 10 listen to the coach, 
Robbie Dunster, and then to puc in plenty of prac
tice to make good the various skills. In particular, 
the squad members improved their volleying and 
their service, especially the second >ervice. which 
became much more of an attacking shot with slice 
and spin, rather than a cautious way of commen
cing I he rally. 

At this level the greatest weaknesses are always 
inconsistency and impatience. Good shots were in
terrupted too regularly with weak shoes, while 100 

often attempts were made to achieve winning passes 
from 1he most unlikely positions. Building a rally. 
pulling the opposition on the defence, and then ad
vancing to the net to finish the rally, was a >trategy 
which wa> used too infrequently. Nevertheless even 
here there was improvement during the term. 
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The team won against Blundells, Downside and 
Bryanston, but lost to King's Taunton, 
Marlborough and the Hampshire Juniors. with a 
close match at Canford. The last matches were all 
against very strong sides playing a higher das.\ of 
Tennis. 

The squad wa.~ larger thi~ year than in previous 
years, with all boys playing in at least one match. 
This provided the 3rd formers with useful ex
perience for next year, when they will be the main 
strength of the team. The lsc pair, Siegle and 
Seaton, generally played well. although they could 
become rather 100 erratic when they played strong 
opposition. Pakes, Play fair, Jones, Hosp and 
Triggs were the regular players from whom the 2nd 
and 3rd pairs were generally chosen and they all 
became much better at match play as the term pro
gressed. The frequent changes in partnerships made 
it difficult For them, but they \howed much adap
tability. 



I am grateful to Siegle for the efficient way with 
which he captained the side. 

Squad Members: Siegle, Seaton, Hosp, Jones, Pakes, 
Playfair, Triggs, Brown, Cook, Larby, Powis B., 
Powis J. 

S.D.A.M. 

Golf 
The high point of the golfing year was coming 

oh! so close to winning the West of England Public 
Schools' Invitation Tournament at Burnham dur
ing the Easter holidays, of which more anon. In 
view of this and our relatively experienced team, it 
was somewhat surprising and really rather disap
pointing that the overall record in school matches 
during the past year was as follows: 

Played 17, Won 6, Lost 9, Halved 2. 

The golfing year began on a beautiful late sum
mer's day in mid-September with a convincing win 
over Milton Abbey. However, with the exception of 
a good win against Downside on an initially very 
wet and windy Sunday in mid-October, our autumn 
matches were less successful, featuring defeats at 
home against Bristol G.S. and Charterhouse and 

away against Canford (at Parkstone, always a treat 
for us) and Exeter (at the Countess Wear Country 
Club). This last was not unexpected but never
theless a sad blow as the match put us om in the bye 
round of this year's Hill Samuel Public Schools' 
Foursomes only a few months after the same school 
had defeated us on the same course in the regional 
final of the previous year's competition. After three 
years of at least winning through to the regional 
final, if only to be defeated by a different school on 
each occasion, this was most disappointing - and 
prompted another letter from the present writer to 
the competition organisers putting the case for a 
little seeding! 

As usual, school matches resumed after the 
winter lay-off towards the end of the Lent Term. In 
our annual triangular on a blustery Sunday at High 
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Post in mid-/mad-March, we managed to beat 
Bradfield but were ourselves beaten again by a 
strong Charterhouse side. Meanwhile we had been 
preparing for our Easter visit to Burham-and
Berrow with a fixture over there against the 
Mill field 2nd team, who were so wet! endowed with 
single figure players that they kindly suggest we 
play off handicap and wc duly took the match off 
them - just! Almost halfway through the 
holidays, the Sherborne team re-assembled at Burn
ham to do battle in the West of England Tourna
ment. In the first round we were drawn against our 
traditional rivals, Downside, and were delighted to 
dispose of them 5 - 0. Later the same day we took 
on Malvern and eventuaJly managed to beat them 
3 - 2 thanks to a 'captain's innings' by Tom Hall 
who recovered from dormey one down by holing a 
crucial putt in front of the Clubhouse and then tak
ing the match at the first extra hole after demoralis
ing his opponent with a 5-iron to the green from a 
difficult lie - a memorable stroke with which to 
earn Sherborne a place in the final against 
Marlborough. The next morning dawned bright 
and clear and after three matches Sherborne were 
2 - I up and so needed just one more point to win, 
but alas neither of our last two players managed to 
deliver the goods and for the second year in succes
sion we were runners-up in this competition. This 
was the fifth time that I had accompanied a Sher
borne team to the West of England and during 
those years we have been beaten in the final thrice 
and the plate fin a! twice! 

During the Summer term it proved increasingly 
difficult to muster our best side now that the exam 
season starts earlier than ever. Perhaps this helps to 
explain our defeats at the hands of Millfield at 
home and of Bristol G.S. and Blundells, both away 

matches. Al least we managed to secure halves ver
sus Canford at home and in a fourball better-ball 
against Milton Abbey at Ashley Wood. And at 
Commem . in the customary foursomes the boys 
managed to beat their parents by 5 - 3. 

As ever, some of the year's most enjoyable golf 
was played in the company of the Old Shirburnians. 
In the Autumn Meeting, the boys took the four
somes 3 - I on the Saturday afternoon at Sher
borne G.C. but the O.S.G.S. came back in the 
singles at High PosL on the Sunday, winning that by 
5 - 3 and so for the third time in five years this 
competition for the Cordingley Cleek was halved to 
the delight of all concerned. However, in this Sum
mer's match for the Tom Parry Salver the O.S.G.S. 
trounced the School by 7 !I, - 1/ ;: and the master 
i/c had to do his best to allay 0.S. concern about 
the apparently parlous condition of school golf! 

As regards internal competitions, the House 
Foursomes was won by Abbey House (M. Rowland 
and R. Kitchin). In the semi-final they were dormey 
4 up on Lyon but only won at the 19th! In the final 
the match against School House (C. Wood and D. 
Craig) went to the 18th green. The Kemp Cup 
(senior individual) was won by Robert Kitchin who 
beat James Chappell in that final, and the Farley 
Cup Uunior individual) was won by Philip Brown 
who defeated Michael Ratcliffe. 

The end of the Summer Term saw the departure 
of a quartet who have represented the School on 
many occasions, namely Tom Hall, Clive Wood, 
Marcus Rowland and Doug Allen. We shall hope to 
see them again soon in matches between the School 
and the O.S.G.S. 

The fo/lowi11g p/uyed in 1/rree or more imer-schoo/ mu1-
d1es duri11~ 1987-8: T. Hall, C. Wood, ~. Rowland, 
D. Al !en. J. Cha pp ell, R. Kitchin, T . Sharpe, 
M. Ratcliffe. 

P.S.F. 

Swimming 

The season began with a few !raining sessions of 
unprecedented intensity as the team ba!!led valiant
ly to regain the fitnes~ and form attained al the end 
of last year. Our resident professional, P. R. King, 
gave the team the benefit of a display in the gym of 
some demanding warm-up exercise'> in the pool. An 
encouraging development was the arrival of several 
new faces in the Under-16 squad: C. F. lngarfield, 
A. M. Robertson, P. C. Wreford-Brown and I. M. 
Davies. They soon proved themselves to be useful 
addition~ to the team. 

The first match was against Queen's College 
Taunton. We arrived after some erratic navigation 
by the coach driver, and the team quickly settled 
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down to repeal the previous season's 'iucces_,ful 
result. Good individual performan..:e~ were 
delivered by R. Edwards, M. 1. V.'ills and the team 
captain, P. R. King. Our next engagement. against 
Bl undells, revealed that we still had seriou~ 

weaknesses in the Under 16 squad. As the season 
progressed, however, the wildly diverging perfor
mances of Lhe Juniors and the Seniors began level
ling out and fairly comparable mat..:h results were 
achieved. 

M. E. T. Austen recovered his old Form in the 
match against Canford, achieving a commendable 
time in the Under 16 Individual Medley e\·ent. The 
most pleasing result of the day came from A. M. 



Roberston when he knocked a second off his 
previous best time and won the Under 15 Breast
stroke. The match ended with a nailbiting 
finale - the result depended on the outcome of the 
Junior Freestyle Relay, the last event of the day. 
Heroic efforts were made, but the Canford team 
went ahead by a stroke - and won the match. 

Team morale was boosted by an easy victory 
over Kingswood School. E. W. K. Teo made his 
debut for the swimming team, achieving respectable 
Limes in his two events. The Kingswood team never 
threatened the early lead built up by D. H. 
Webs1er, P. Davies. N. S. Moore and D. 0 . M . 
French - .stalwarts of !he senior team throughou1 
the sea.son. 

T he Kingswood experience proved good practice 
for the two toughest competitions of the season: the 
matches against King 's Taunton and Clifton Col
lege. Jn the former, the team captain, P. R. King, 
led from the front with some spectacular swimm
ing. managing to demolish yet another school 
record, so that he has now attained the extraor
dinary achievement of holding the school swimm
ing record for every event. The match was won, 
however, by the superb performance of the Under 
16 Freestyle Relay team (R. C. L. Clay, R. G. Ed
wards, M. Youings and C. F. lngarfield) with one 
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of their fastest times o f the season. The match 
against Clifton ended the season on a cheerful and 
confident note. The overall improvements in 
stamina and style were clearly evident; the team had 
come a long way since the unfit and nabby days of 
May. My thanks go to P. R. King for his in· 
defatigable leadership and inspirational swimming. 
This report would not be complete without some 
mention of H HD P, who lent his valuable services 
in the training of the Juniors. My thanks go to him 
and the rest of the swimming team for making the 
1988 season the most enjoyable so far. 

Water Polo coarinued its inexorable rise in 
popularity. As the season progressed the squad ac
quired a separa te identity from the swimming team; 
co-ordination, tactics and ball handling skills im
proved steadily. A great bonus was the arrival of 
the new Olympic style goals to replace the decaying 
wooden structures that had long outlived their 
usefulness. G. K. Bulstrode provided strong and 
vigorous leadership (ingeniously applying skills 
learnt on the rugby field to a new arena). Good 
match results were achjcved. 

A .K.W. 


